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NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY JULY 13, 1909.
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CRESTOF FLPOD HAS PASSED ROYALISTS MASS iN SQUARE

PRICES

Declares That Now is the Married So Ma ny Times He Senate Leaders Show That
Does Not Remember
These Will Not Be InOpportune Time to Present the Subject.
Number
creased.

Smallness of Appropriation Unprecedented Heat Is Re- Bloody Conflict is Momentarily Expected and City
Cuts Down Number of
ported From Points in
is Under Fire.
Colorado.
Companies.
,Judge John R. McFie, in district
court today, dissolved the temporary
injunction and refused to take jurisdiction, on the ground that real estate was involved and that before
the case should be litigated in Otero
county, where the real estate is situated, in the suit of the Sacramento
Mountain Irrigation Company vs.
ipliver M. Lee, et al., of Alamogordo,
involving the water rights on th
Sacrajnento river and tributaries in
Otero county, and part of widespread
reaching
litigation and proceedings
to the National Capital, to Iowa, to
Santa Fe, and to other points and
which has been pending in various
phases for many months.

CONFESSES WOOLJDJIION

Lincoln. Neb., July 13 William J
Kansas City, Mo., July 13. It 13 Teheran, July 13. A thousand Na- San Francisco, July 13. Chris. C.
Washington, D. C., July 13. The
now believed that the crest of the tionalists entered the city at five Bryan today addressed a letter to Johnson, sentenced yesterday to sev conferees on the tariff bill this niorii- flood has been reached and waters are o'clock this morning by three gates President Taft asking to let the pec en years for bigamy, is said to have ing took up the lumner schedule. It
now subsiding.
The' Santa. Fe Rail- - and the northern section of the city pie vote on the popular election (! confessed today that he is "John u expected that the House will make
road resumed traffic to Chicago and was soon in their hands. The Shah Senators. The letter says: "Now Madsen" wanted throughout the coun - a Rtrnnir ftVht
,inii.ir iim,h..p
20,000 people held in Kansas City are expected momentarily to take refuge U1i,t ,ntJ states are going to vote on try for bigamy and swindling women was defeated in the Senate.
After a
of the amend yiei:IJ under promise of marriage.
John short discussion, the lumber schedule
now proceeding. The delay caused in one of the legations. The Royalist the ratification
specifically authorizing an income son's confession is full of lneonslsten
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much
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33.4
believed that the
feet at St. Loins square and it
sissippi reached
on an amendment providing fc tl credence.
Johnson declares he has
tionalists will attack the position vote
this morning.
the election of United Spates Sena been married to so many women that committee are preparing a statement
should the Royalists refuse to
Hotter Than at Santa Fe.
replying to the charges that the Sentors
vote. In your speecli he cannot count them off hand,
render. Many Royalists have desert-Toda- y of by popular
ate
amendments will result in increasSprings, Colo., July 13.
acceptance you said you are per j "in 1900", he said, "I quit my
was the hottest day in Colo- - ed and the parliament building is in
to favor such i ness buying horses and from that day ing the cost of woolen and cotton
inclined
rado Springs in 19 years according to possession of Sipahdar and Sardahas- - mange in tlie Constitution.
Would made my living by marrying and clothing, shoes and other necessities.
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weather bureau. Exactl" 19 years ago the
Telegraph Company sent the subject to Congress. Twq money and deserting.
He claims to sll0es reduced, no increase on woolen3
the thermometer registered the same is the only line working and is now constitutional amendments authork have made love to ten women at once ail(1 cottons. A list of 500 decreases
maximum temperature of 94 degrees, under fire.
ing the income tax and a populatl at Portland and admits he got moneyjwiU follow and 75 increases, an effort
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Accepts $20,000 Guarantee for
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reported
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educators
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of Dollars
of
Water Applications Approved.
Some- ure in tne trading., it is estimated
n Races,
is to hHni? men always on the engine.
Chicago, 111., July 13. Jack John present. The purpose
Territorial iEngineer Vernon L. Sul- that four million pounds of Montana ,
nmes tne tnira man may be tne divis
son yesterday accepted the guarantee: closer
of
Catholic
the
livan today approved the following wool changed hands the last ten days New York.
ion superintendent. Always there Is
July 13. Roseben, at of $20,000 for a twenty round battl educators.
three applications for water rights af- the bulk selling in tne natural state one time the greatest
a
of
Al
with
representative of the traffic departcoast
heavy;
Kaufman, the
sprinter
ter cutting down the applications in at 26.
ment on board, with authority to take
the American turf, has been retired weight on Aueust 27. The battle will PUEBLO IS BOUND TO
,
ach case:
to .Wadsworth Farm, New York, taken place at the Mission Club, San
BE DRY ON SUNDAY control in an emergency. The rail- VHardwick Ditch in Eddy county, by RATTLESNAKE AT LARGE
Roseben broke down after a race ten Francisco.
roads much perfer to carry the presi
Pueblo, Colo., July 13. Twenty-on- e
' IN CHEYENNE'S CiTY PARK, days ago when he was the medium
Siigene F. Hardwlck. to irrigate 520
saloon men will be required to appear dent by special train, and often do so
Another Puailifitie Battle.
acres out of the Bogs, applying for 7.5
sec- - of a heavy plunge by
Cheyenne, Wyo., July
Davy Johnson, ,, Los Angeles,
July 13. Battling; in police court to answer to a charge nowadays in preference to hauling his
cubic feet per second, the ditch to ond of two rattlesnakes which ap-howner.. He won hundreds of thou- - Nelson and Ad Wolgast will fight ten of selling liquor without a license car at the end of a regular train.
cost $1,000.
peared in City park a fortnight ago sands in bets and stages for Johnson rounds tonight at 133. Nelson is six Sunday night. The saloon men open-i- s
Dead Letter Report.
Fuller Diversion, Ditches and Dams
still at large there, and is frequent- - who bet $30,000 the day he establish- - to ten the favorite' with even money; ed their doors following a restraining
Washington, D. C, July 13. The
was Bhot by ed the seven furlong world's record that he will not put Wolgast out ia'order against Mayor Fugard issued
ly seen. The other-snak'
.
'
(Continued on Page Eight.)
the park commissioner ten days ago. of 1:22.
ten rounds.
by Judge Rizer late last evening.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Hog

Store

THE DAILY

TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1909.

ROUND UP.

Established 1856.

HER INGRATITUDE.
From the Argonaut.
She sketched and painted up and
down the river.
I rowed the boat
Where willows dip and deeping shadows quiver.
And lilies float.
Cliff, cottage, sail and bridge and
sea sands yellow
Her study were
And, oh, I thought myself a lucky fel-

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN

BROTHERS.

low,

Adrift with her!
Long hours with oars at rest, I sat
and waited,
She painted on,
With now and then a smile absorbed

slated
Till daylight gone,
She'd raise her eyes reluctantly and
murmur,

"

Tis time to

Of art she prattled
sweetly
Of what she'd done
In way of summer work, accomplished
neatly.
Of praises won;
But, when I slyly dared my part to
mention
As oarsman true,
She vaguely smiled and said, with in-

Let ns nsk you'why pay $3.50 for pair of shoes, when
one piilr of our
it will require threecan
pair to wear ns Ioiir as for
$5,00.
It Is
$5.00 kind. WHY. pay $5.00 when we
duplicate the Shoe
will
You
find in .our
will
suffer.
as
well
as
your pocket
aarable and your feet
$4.00 Shoes every POINT KNoW.TO COO U
SHOES-MAKIN-

WE BELIEVE OUR
ARE THE BEST

$4.00

$4.00 SHOES
SHOES ON EARTH

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Mm. FARAIf

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Phone 10o

store

In Santa Fe.

HE)

Pl,,,
luUi

CONTROL-ABOV-

Winter

RHEUMATISM, CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Priodel, Dallas, Tes.
writes: "I use Ballard's Snow

Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns and scalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

No. 40

CALL AflD SEC FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER

ayiLL

'

JEWELER

AT'

OOIC'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

branch school of archaeology under
the direction of the American Insti
tute at Washington. The Santa Fe
archaeological school will be the
fourth one in existence, the oldest of
which is at Athens, Greece.
Dr. Hewett in a conversation with
an Optic representative, during the
twenty minutes the train was here,
ti'Jked interestingly of his plans for
tht establishment and conduct of
the Santa Fe museum, which will be
actively in charge of Professor Jesse
L. Nusbaum, of this city as curator.
In the course of the conversation referred to, Dr. Hewett said:
"We expect to make this fourta'
station or school of American archaeology one of the most important of
all. These schools are for the study
cf the ancient civilizations of the
world the recovery of them as one
I
might say. The archaeological insti-- i
tute exists under a charter granted
by the government under act of Congress. It is supported by the va
rious state institutions and by
funds contributed by phil-- ,

anthropists.
"The institute has established four
great schools of archaeology to conduct the researches of the institute

Goods.

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS,

POBoxm

'

MO.,

FOR A HALF CENTURY

.

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
concession is located in the ancient
is
and historic government palace,
the fourth.
"I have employed the famous Denver artist, Carl Lotave, to do the
mural decoration of the Santa Fe
He will
museum of archaeology.
paint upon the walls typical scenes
of Pueblo Indian life and will preserve in this way tne atmosphere of
New Spain as perhaps it could not
otherwise be done."
Dr. Hewett but recently returned
from a long stay in Spain and Moroc
co, where he has been examining archives and studying ancient Moorish
history. His report on this work,
which will soon be made to the Amer
ican Institute, will be replete with
data that will undoubtedly greatly interest all those interested in archae
ology. Dr. Hewett also says that
most Important data, discovered
by
those engaged in examining the ancient temnle cities of Yucatan and
Guatemala, will soon be forthcoming
from the institute's South American
members.
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Fevera
for
relief
Certain
Children,
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
ishness, Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething, Disorders, move and reg- 846 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,
ulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
They break up colds in 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the taste and
harmless as milk. Children like them.
Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
They never fall. Sold by all druggists,
25c.
Asy today. Don't accept any

Fitted

By

te

Method.

SILVERWARE.
N. M.

(Las Vegas Optic.)
Edgar L. Hewett a former resident of Las Vegas, when he was president of the New Mexico Normal Uni
versity, but for some years past connected with the American Institution substitute.
of Archaeology with headquarters in
Washington, D. C, passed through
the city yesterday on his way to Santa Fe, where he goes to establish a
Dr.

Grocery Co.
Telephone

DRY (MOPS

RIGHT PRICES

the Optic
Reporter Something of Its Scope
and Ambitions.

BRANDS OP FLOUR for SANTA FE

Plaza, Santa Fe.

Silver Wedding Anniversary Mr.
and Mrs. Josiah H. Heald of Albuquerque, on last Saturday celebrated their
wedding anniversary.
Death of Infant at Las Vegas-Ar- thur
Lowe, Jr., the six months old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lowe, died
at Las Vegas on Sunday night at the
age of six months.
Aged Couple Marry On Saturday
evening at Albuquerque, Mrs. Leiba
Brown, aged 47 years, became the
bride of Edward Lippitt aged 50, Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper of the Presbyterian
chruch tying the knot.
Fined for Drunkenness and QuarrelingJuan Sedilla and George Hill
were fined $10 each at Albuquerque
for quarreling on the
yesterday,
streets. Hill said that Sedillo was
drunk and tried to lean on him, hence
the scrap.
Temporary Injunction Issued Chief
Justice William J. Mills at Las Vegas yesterday, issued a temporary injunction to restrain Francisco Sanchez
y Medina from trespassing and cutting
timber on lands claimed by the Roy
Land and Livestock Company. The
order is returnable on July 24.

Dr. Edgar L. Hewett Tells
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1
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And I I'd only plant my feet
firmer,
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COMPAIY

Why suffer with

and to afford opportunities for field
wcrk and training, for students of
archaeology.
"The oldest of these schools, or sta
tions, as they are sometimes called,
is at Athens, Greece. The next one
founded is at Rome. There is an-- i
other in Jerusalem and this new one!
at Santa Fe, which, by legislative'
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ft before he again mingles with the!
CURED TO STAY CURED.
(Homestead Entry No. 7992.)
crowd.
Notice for Publication.
On the outskirts of
the crowd,
ComHow a Santa Fe Citizen Found
Department of the Interior,
I'Ui hing and jostling to keep as nuarj
Freedom
From
Office
plete
Kidney
U. S. Land
to tlu; line as possible, art' women oC
Troubles.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15, 1909.
all
nations, walling for the bread wiu-- j
Sefe-rin- o
If you suffer from backache
Notice 1b hereby given that
OF
their!
of the family to draw
tiers
From urinary disorders
Vigil of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
that they may secure their
money
on July 26, 1904, made Homestead From any disease of the kidneys,
share for the purchase of supplies or1
Be cured to stay cured.
Entry (010493) No. 7992, for E
perhaps a ribbon or piece of dress
Sec. 13, and
SW
NW
Doan's Kidney Tills make lasting
SW
goods. Some, especially the Mexican
lot 3, Sec. 24, Township 18 N, Range cures.
and Italian women, are gaily dressed,
10 E, N. M. P. Meridian has filed noSanta Fe people testify.
green and red and yellow being the
tice of intention to make final five Here's one case of it:
favored colors, and she who can conyear proof, to establish claim to the Eusebio Escudero, 106 Griffin street,
trive to have all these colors on wears
land above described, before the reg- Santa, Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
the happiest smile. One girl of 14,
ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived
who was pointed out as a bride of
on the 28 of July, 1909.
so much benefit that I gladly recomone week, appeared on pay day night
Claimant names as witnesses:
in a green satin skirt reaching but a
mend them in a public statement. TYPICAL
OF COAL
n
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil,
For two or three years I suffered
few inches below her knees, red shoes
and stockings, yellow waist and a hat
Montoya, Manuel Sais y Cres-pin- , from backache and kidney complaint.
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
that combined all of the colors. Asi
There was a retention of the kidney
East- she waited for her newly wed hus-- j
MANUEL R. OTERO,
secretions and other difficulties which Lurid Description in
band to draw his wages a withered
Register. gave evidence that my kidneys were
ern Paper by an
old
bowed and much besliawled
was
up,
attention
finally
weak.
My
very
Observer.
women forced her way through
thej
The New Mexican does printing and called to Doan's Kidney Pills and I
crowd, whispered to Holden and the
binding equal to the best done in procured a box at Stripling, Burrows
The woman!
pay line was stopped.
work
store.
our
cities.
&
of
promptly
the
the
in
Co.'s
Des
Moines,
They
large
Try
any
drug
Tracy Garrett
time
received
a
check,
presented
$7.50j
once and you will certainly come relieved the pain in
back, Iowa, Register and Leader, gives the
my
over to the butcher shop
again. We have all the facilities for strengthened my kidneys and removed following rather lurid picture of a and hurried
the line moved oti. Soon an-- i
turning out every class of work, in- every symptom of my trouble. On a pay day in the coal camp of Koehler Again woman
other
slipped up to the marin
one
of the best binderies
cluding
few occasions since then I have had in Colfax county:
shal and the performance was ream
I
the West.
and
medicine
A congress of nations; little Japs
need of a kidnev
peated.
Every few minutes this ocglad to say that at such times I have tall Yankees, swarthy Mexicans, bur- curred, with never a word of comused Doans' Kidney Pills with the ly negroes, Hungarians, Montenegrins,
It Is an admitted tart that reav
plaint from the waiting miners, for
Slavs,
Chinamen, l'oles, Italians, these women were t he wives of men
greatest benefit."
all
merchants
men
and
financial
tate,
GerPrice 50: Greeks and a small scattering of
For sale by all dealers.
who were ill or who had been injured
say that quickest and best results are
Co., Buffalo,, mans Irish and Swedes, ranging in in the works and were unable
to
obtained by advertising la the New cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United age from M to CO years, some laugh- come In person to draw their pay.
Mexican.
ing and jesting, but the great majority
States.
The party from the Letts ranch
and
Doan's
silent, sullen, standing in a line that kit the ranch house shortly after 7
.Remember the name
reaches from the lighted doorway of o'clock.
take no other.
By the time the glaring coke
the great "company store" out into ovens were reached the "pay night"
a
lino
the black New Mexico night,
sounds could be heard, laughter and
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
reaches down the canyon toward
that
Automobile
made
wite
yells, now and then a shot, the rattle
Connection
the red glow of the coke ovens and of tin cans and the clatter of horses'
THE
line at Torrance for Roswell daily, thn frltutotiiuc
mile rtf tha ......
fn;ll tl'Hf'U'S.l.
--I
j, ...... . ...v,
It was
hoots on the hard road.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Rosf
once a inontii, in tne
line
This
forms
pitch dark as the party entered the
well at 4 a. tn., and arrives at Roswell
coal towns of New Mexico and this town through the
section.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roslines was formed in the Now and then a doorJapanese
would open and
well for Torrance, at 1 p. m. and ar- particular
new town of Koehler, on the Rocky a flnrk fiwnru urrmlil Hrm lutt iiilrl tha
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The Mountain
.
.
.
.
,
road, twenty miles west of
hnrrvlnir tn!
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
the gate city of the Territory the store or the saloon. Horses
Raton,
and,
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Pay night is an event not only vehicles had the right of way, and:
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoi. - 1...
jj
.H1l.A,in r.4
.ooiveu wrwHiu iu uy u.e iueuua
.,1()Se on foot HCurril.d to tne roadiflO
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, this coneress ot
nations, out ay me or down into an arroya as the ranch
manager, Automobile Line.
ranchmen and cowuunchers of the
party passed. Once at the store, the!
and
For all Coughs
Colds, j
country round, for it is a sight worth visitors were shown to a corner where!
Delay in taking Foley's Kidney traveling miles to see, and the carous- they would be out of the way and'
Diarrhoea, both in children and
if you have backache, kidney als that follow generally furnish top- still command a
Remedy
and
Kidney
adults, Rheumatism,
good view of the
or bladder trouble, fastens the diS' ics of conversation for days to come..
show. From the pay window;
Stomach Complaints.
passing
ease upon you and makes a cure more
The town of Koehler has a popula- they were taken to the butcher shop.
There is no more efficient
difficult. Commence taking Foley's tion, cosmopolitan in the extreme, of
"Say. mister, please," whispered a
Liniment
and Medicated Oil
Kidney Remedy today and you will about 1,200. Each Inhabitant lives in woman as she thrust her head in at
than the INTERNATIONAL.
soon be well. Why risk a serious a shack, an adobe or a cottage, actne opening, "will the shop be open
Sold by all druggists.
malady?
cording to his means, and pays rent tomorrow
before
dinner
morning
home is time?"
Each
to the company.
The New Mexican Printing com- lighted with electric lights from the "Yes, I'll be here at 11 o'clock,"
These remedies can be found
pany has on hand a large supply of company plant. Lamps are not per- answered the head butcher.
pads and tablets suitable for school mitted. All provisions and goods of
"Well, we might have some com
For Sals by all Druggist and
work, the desk, and also for lawyers any sort are purchased from the big pany out from town tomorrow, and
Dsalsrs In Medicine!
and if
and merchants;, good everywhere. company store and all drinks
they conies we want some meat,
We will sell them at 5 cents in book cigars must be bought at the company but T don't want to eit none an' have
saloon. There are no other stores,!
form.
jt 011 our nan. if they don't come."
no other saloons, and
Compounded Solely, By
given. There is also a school house, window.
Peace.
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
The terrible itching and smarting, built high up on a hill, and a postThat night the miners were draw
sta
railroad
the
mine
offices,
from $:!0 to $90, the great ma- incident to certain skin diseases, is al- office,
ins
OF NEW MEXICO.
most instantly allayed by applying tion and great mine machinery. There ijmity below $30, which is said to be
are three big mines at Koehler and unusually small, so the
Chamberlain's Srlve.
Central New Mexico
25
purchases
Prince,
the 220 coke ovens going day and were
cents. For sale by all druggists.
consequently smaller and the
n'ght.
revels that follow pay night correThe miners are paid once a month, spondingly fewer and less exciting.
and, though no credit is given, no
Leaving the women at the store,
one need go hungry or tnirsty be iha
11.11,
girqin
..,,f U,Cllll
I IIC
IIW
UllTil .P
Ul tha
Hit i.nrt.r
ntllt 1'Ut
iween pay days. This is avoided by 'r.to the darkness, turned with a
After a throng of recently paid representa-- '
n system of script money.
miner has worked three days he can tives of a dozen nations and picked
go to the mine offices and draw a por- their way up the railroad track to
The vhere the saloon door stood invit- tion of his "time" in script.
y
script is elaborately lithographed
0pen
pcM' in denominations of irom 10 cents
The saloon is a tremendously big,
to $3 and good "only in merchandise" barn-likstructure with a bar run-- j
at the company store or saloon. When ning more than a hundred feet down
pay time comes the amount of script one side. Crowded three and four
a man has drawn is deducted from, feet deep about the bar were negroes,
what is due him and a time check for Chinamen, Slavs, Greeks, Mexicans
the balance is issued to him. This is in fact, all nations except the Japs,!
YOU HAVE A CHANCE
sometimes done the day before the Few of them were to be seen. The!
TO GET A LIGHT GRADE
pay master arrives, and always sev- other side of the room is lined wlthj
eral hours in advance, so that the card tables, and these, too, were
PIANO FOR ONLY HALF
miner may have a chance to examine crowded with players of everything!
Hf time check, if he can read, and from stud poker to cooncan,
Beforei
THE PRICE.
make any complaint before the pay them sat. their mugs and glasses and
line is formed.
among them hurried sturdy waiters,!
in
From Raton comes the pay master selected for their jobs as much fori
on the afternoon of pay day. With their ability to "bounce" disturbers
him is a chest containing about $24,- as their diatch in taking orders and
With every piano purchase
OuO and three or four guards armed filling empty glasses.
from me I will give 8
fromi
A babel of languages rose
with sixshooters and Winchesters,
mouth free music lessons
chest is carried into the company tables and bar, was carried through!
store and there closely guarded until the open doors and could be heard'
7:.'10, when the line that has been across the prairie toward the ranches
forming since early evening is per- long after the lights of the town were
left behind and only the glare from
mitted to enter.
in the coke ovens marked for the eye
At the pay window, directly
front of it in fact, sits Bill Bolden, the place wljere pay night was at its
marshal of the camp, deputy sheriff, height.
pay
gun man, sure shot, a man who is alSunday, the day following
ways cool in danger, mild of voice, night, was quiet at the town. Riding
San Francisco St.
v
quick of action. At Bill's side hangs through the gate in the barbed wire
a sixshooter, but he has seldom had fence that surrounds the camp, there
to reach for it. Every man in the were, however, many silent evidences
camp knows that he can reach for it of '.be revels of Jhe night before.
with lightning quickness and no one En: ply and broken bottles, articles of
In
cares to provoke him to action. A clothing and pieces of harness.
word from Bolden will stop the the middle of the road, his coat caremarch of the line or a fight. He is fully folded over his arm and his hat
the
at Koehler.
missing lay a man, or the wreck of
For pay day and pay night and the one. .The sun shone brightly in his
OF
day following several extra deputies face, but, though the hours passed,
are sworn in. Their badges of office he did not move. Riders and drivers
are well-fillecprefully turned their horses aside,
cartridge belts,
and rifles. These men are but none touched him. He was not
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
much in evidence around the store dead. The marshal or one of his
when the $24,000 is being doled out deputies would pick him up later.
to the laborers.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
"Everything passed off nice," re'
As the line reaches the marshal marked the chief officer of the camp
for practical life under modern conditions.
the first man hands that officer hisH a t he kicked his boots on the store
Complete
time check.
Bolden reads it, calls steps. "There wasn't a killing, or
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
out the amount and hands is through even a big fight. We have an all
the little window to the cashier. The fired peaceful outfit here in the lay.
C'vil; and Electrical Engineering and
Household Eco
cashier counts out the money, cur- out."
rency except the last $4 to $7, this' Those who heard him said nothing,
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and
Agriculbeing paid in silver that the miner but all realized that Bill Bolden, sure
may have some change handy when shot, steady of voice and' armed with
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
he leaves the window. Each man, as a sixshooter; more than anything or
course. Expenses are low and there are many
he hands his check to the marshal,! anybody else, is responsible for the;
opportunities passes behind him to the other side
peacefulness and order that prevailed
for self support.
of the window, where he receives his through the turbulent night and the
money through the marshal's hands. sunny Sunday following.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
It Is therefore a slowly moving line "Which the same goes to prove,"
and the last of the men do not re-- remarked one who himself had been
ceive their wages until late into thej wont to carry a sixshooter and use it
night, but the system allows of no if need be, "that there is much truth
' Agricultural College, N. Mex.
confusion and permits the recipient of
the money to stow it away in his pock- (Continued on Paa Six.)
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work, He&lthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Peco
Valley the garden
spot of the Weft at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLftON,

Superintendent
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GET TO USING

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.
College of Letters and

Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.
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rates
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Address President W. G. TIGHT,
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MAX GARDENER

Santa fe
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music
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LIVERY STABLE
PINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right
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Francisco 6treet
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Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
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be the most exhilarating mode of
travel ever enjoyed.
We sincerely
hope that the dream will speedily
materialize. If for no other reason
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
l we horle for its success
that pedes
FRANK P. STURGES
PAUL A. F. WALTER
trians may take on once more their
Editor and President.
old sense of security. The gentleman,
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureor any lady for that matter, who has
heard in close proximity the warn
Fe
the
at
Santa
Postofflce,
Entered as Second Class Matter
ing note of a rattler, and has not
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
uauy, bix monuis, oy man
?J.a known which way to jump, under.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 stan(ls the feeling of the street-cross- 75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
Bf
i ' nn er when he (or she) hears the warn.65
'
Dally, per month, by mail
'ing honk, honk of an automobile. He
75 kuows that as a
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
rule they are gulded
Daily, per year, by mail
by careful hands; that as a rule they
are easily controlled, but this does not
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
--'
:
:
;
aiier tne sensation, this one may
ice xew .uexicaa is uie inuesi uewojjatiei m new cah.u. tl. J0 scui lu uave the careess chauffeur or this
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation one may be one of those lawless ma- chines that without provocation goes
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
out of its way to jump a precipice or
kill a man, and there you are. But
an aeroplane that can noiselessly
rise up and sail away over the house
tops, will there not be style about
BOOSTING SANTA FE'S ATT R AC- - that when it comes? And it is promTHE CENSUS LAW.
TIONS.
ised before very long now. What a
The city council was not any too
convenience if one wants to go to
Railroad
Rio
Denver
and
Crande
The
for
quick in its action of taking up
in Eastern Brighton, or to go out prospecting,
distribution
has
for
placed
consideration an ordinance calling
centers, another artistic and beauti- - "" io leave any iracns wnen he van- special election to extend the city fully printed' folder which tells of spec - 'lsnes?
limits to the Santa Fe, grant lines ial trips that can be taken trom Den-- i
i lie price of aeroplanes in Paris
that is one Spanish league, or about ver and Which among its illustrations now is only $G,000, and they will be
three miles in each direction from the has magnificent mountain scenes and cheaper by and by. It is only fifteen
Soldiers Monument in the Plaza. The a scene at Taos pueblo. The folder 3'ears since the bicycle was all the
annexation of the suourbs should be has a good map of the central portion raSe- They are almost obsolete now.
an accomplished fact when the cen- of Denver and also of the entire Den- - In fifteen years more who knows?"
sus is taken on April 13, next year, ver and Rio Grande system. One half
this being the date set by the census of the reading matter of the folder is
Pennsylvania has acquired 900 000
Taft. devoted to Santa Fe and the Indian flcres of orest
bill just signed by President
lan(lg; Jt ig maintain'lng
The law provides that in cities the pueblos, which is another proof that at jts 0vvn expense a commissioner
enumeration of population must be the Denver and Rio Grande is doing of forestry, a force ot forest
rangers
completed by "April 29, 1910. The all in its power to give Northern New and technical men who make a
study
census
law says that the thirteenth
Mexico its share of the tourist traf- - of reforestation and the best methods
nhall be restricted to inquiries relat- fie. Says the folder;
0f utilizing the forests. New Mexico
ing to population, to agriculture, to
"One of the most interesting and in- - has 7,000,000 acres in forests, has
manufactures, to mines and to quarand eral hundred men employed in forest
trips from a sight-seeinries. The schedules relating to popis
educational
from Den- - preservation and allied activities, but
standpoint
inhabeach
include
for
ulation shall
ver to Santa Fe and return, by way of New Mexico does not pay for these
itant the name, relationship to head
Antonito.
En route, that most inter-- benefits Uncle Sam does. New Mexico
of family, color, sex, age, conjugal
Indian
village, Pueblo de Taos, is therefore many million dollars bet-ca- n
condition, place of birth, place of birth esting
be
from Servilleta, while ter off in that respect than Pennsylva-furthe- r
visited
in
the
of parents, number of years
south may be reached the nia; the burdens of its taxpayers are
United States, citizenship, occupation,
whether or not employer or employe, pueblos of San Juan, Santa Clara and so much lighter, and they therefore,
and if employe, whether or not en- San Ildefonso, as well as the old Mex- - have no reason to complain that Uncle
the Territory
gaged in agriculture, school attend- lean town of Santa Cruz and many Sam is neglecting
ance, literacy and tenure of home and other interesting points.
altogether. Since the Republicans are
whether or not a survivor of the Union
"The city of Santa Fe is situated in in power, they have done marvelously
or Confederate army or navy; and the midst of the most interesting, his- - well by the commonwealth. Millions
the name and address of each blind, torical and archaeological field in the of dollars have been poured into it for
or deaf and dumb person ; and for United States. The old city itself has reclamation works, for forests and
the, enumeration of institutions, shall
the seat of government under est maintenance, forH building and
include paupers, prisoners, juvenile
three nations since its foundation keeping up Indian schools, for other
feeble-mindeinsane,
delinquents,
early in the seventeenth century. The public purposes, while with the Dem-ol- d
blind, deaf and dumb, and inmates of
Government Palace, which is still ocrats in power at the National Capibenevolent institutions.
ta a perfect stage of preservation, was tal, the territories were neglected ex- It is further provided, and this the residence of the Spanish viceroys cept as a dump for worn-ou- t
politic
should be remembered: "That it shall :';Tm the foundation of the
city until lans 0f the east who had waited so
be the duty of all persons over twenty-- Mexico
became independent, when it ong' to get a place at the public crib
one
years of age when requested became the seat of the Mexican gov- - that they abused the privilege when
by the director of the census, or by ernors. On
the surrender by Mexico it finally came, and the people of New
any supervisor, enumerator or
possessions to the Mexico are not yet quite rid of the
cial agent, or'other employe of the' of Us northern
13.(1 taste TtlPV lpft
C nc, thr
1J
T7;t.J
'
J
UJU 1XnlnOQ
tllO
aiu& lilHnouu..uiu&.
OLdtCO,
census office ,to answer correctly, to
of the
tha
be
residence
continued
to
all
of
their knowledge,
questhe best
tions on the census schedules apply- governors under American rule, and) "Slums in the Homes of Million-sis at the present time. Lately it aire8
ft Methodist bishop calls the
ing to themselves and to the family
to which they belong or are related, has been made the home of the School modern life in "high" society. While
and to the farm or farms of which and Museum of American Archaeology the phrase js striking, it only means
they or their families are the occu- of the Archaeological Institute of that human nature is the same the
pants; and any person over twenty-on- e America, and here will be developed a world over) that human passions reign
years of age who, under the con museum of national importance, in on Fifth avenUe the same as they do
ditions hereinbefore stated, shall re- which will be displayed the remains on the Bowery; that the distance from
fuse or willfully neglect to answer of the ancient civilizations of the shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves is even less
any of these questions, or shall wil- Southwest, as well as those repre-- than the proverbial three generations;
fully give answers that are false, shall senting the historial development of that man jg but litUe w her thaQ thg
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon this region from the Spanish lavas- - animal
that the barrier between the
conviction thereof shall be fined not ion to tne present time.
and the lowest, horn la an 1n.
highest
exceeding one hundred dollars."
of historical interest significant that sin and sorrow and
The law provides for one census are"Many points
in and about the city of paSsion leap it without effort; that
seen
be
to
supervisor for each Congressional dis- Santa Fe. Here was the scene of the difference between
civilized man
trict, which would give New Mexico
incidents of conquest an(j savage; between 1909 A. D. and
one enumerator. It does not provide many stirring
and reconquest during the period of 4000 B. C, is merely the thinnest kind
specifically for any assistant, or clerk
or stenographer, or traveling expens- the Spanish Invasion. Nowhere else 0f veneer that is rubbed off in a jiffy
are to be seenjwnen nature calls and temptation
es, for the census supervisor, but in in the United States
monuments of the makes the most refined wallow in
case of necessity such may be allowed such interestin
civilization of moral filth. How unjustifiable there-th- e
by the director of the census. The Spanish founders of the
and
here
Southwest,
history of forei m the broad light of humanity,
shall
the
be
supervisor
appointed by
to
nation
vital
the
importance
President at least six months before
wasjare race hatred, or class feeling, or
the taking of the census and remain made by Pike, Kearney, Kit Carson religious prejudice when the sum of it
in office until the census is completed and" the trappers, scouts and pioneers au at the end of days for each lndi.
and all the business connected there- of the first half of the nineteenth cen- - vidual ls
narrow chamber in the
with disposed of, which may be six tury.
cemetery.
"Of even greater interest than its
months, or a year or two years after
the census is taken. For this service, historical places are the ruins of the
Of the 50,000 visitors from the east
he is to receive the sum of $1,500, ancient civilizations that preceded the to the Elks' Fiesta at Los Angeles this
and ?1 for each thousand names. The Spanish Invasion by many centuries.
week, at least 20,000 would have stopsupervisor is under heavy penalties Within a short distance from Santa Fe ped over at Santa Fe, could they have
for the honest and faithful perform. are the ruins of ancient pueblos, aban- been
reached before hand with the
ance of his duties and makes himself doned and
destroyed long before the right kind of advertising matter and
liable to big fines and as much as
coining of the .Spaniards. Twenty were it known that the Hotel De
five years in the penitentiary for any miles to the west, and reached within
Vargas is completed. The fact, that
wilful disobedience of the statute or a few hours' drive from the
city, is the Santa Fe Railroad is about to
ceitmcation to taise accounts or re the famous
Pajarito Park, in which is build a $25,000 Harvey house at Lamy
turns. He must divide his territory to be
seen a greater number of ruins and Is making preparations to beautify
into enumeration districts and define
cliff dwellings than in any the place on a large scale is indicathe boundaries of enumeration dis of ancient
of equal size in the world. tive, that in the future, the Santa Fe
other
area
tricts clearly by civil divisions, rivers
is a region of wonderful scenery.
It
does not intend to permit the tourist
or
other easily
roads, public surveys
"The ruins of Pajarito, Otowi, Tsan- - stream to pass by Lamy and Santa
distinguishable lines, which for New
Mexico will be quite a gigantic task kawi and Rito de los Frijoles are Fe altogether. But Santa Fe should do
for there are few precinct or ward from twenty to thirty miles distantn j lts part too t0 let the traveling public
They can also oe reacnea irom uuck-ma- know of its manifold attractions. It
maps or plats.
or Espanola, from seven to fif is certain, that 50,000 illustrated
To sum up:
The taking of the
teen
miles distant, but it is more sat - pamphiets judiciously distributed at
census will not be an easy task but
Uncle Sam is determined to take it as isfactory to make arrangements ior;the meetings in Los Angeles this
at Santa Fe. At week would have repaid tne city
accurately as possible and to punish transportation, etc.,
this
place arrangements are oeiug manifoid the cost and would have
severely and swiftly any attempts at
to convey travelers to the ruins brought hundreds of visitors this sum-bmade
were
such
as
in
made
wrong doing,
at an expense of $15.00 mer and fall providIng aiwayS) that
automobile
previous years by interested parties.
For New Mexico, it is to be hoped tor one person, or iz.ou eacn ior iwu hotel facliities were ample and at
that the supervisor and the enumera- or more for a trip of three days.
tractive.
"Persons making the 'Circle' trip
tors will be men of intelligence, inti- j
mately acquainted with the Territory can include Santa Fe by making de
Tne Board of Trade win hold ,ts m
toor their locality, who will work
tour irom Antonito, anu ai, a uuimuai nual meetlng on Friday evening. The
gether to give the commonwealth a expense.
Board of Trade is the oldest organiza
reliable enumeration of its population
tion of, its kind in New Mexico; it is
WHEN WE FLY.
and its wealth.
incorporated and to its credit are
Although the Wright brothers have many achievements and much good acthe world thus far, hav- Now here is a graft worth while in disappointed
complished for the community. The
d
Tammany-owneNew
.
f
meeting on Friday evening? will be a
Democratic,
;T7, me at
Myers where.
York City which has bought and keeps L
cvJtest of the public spirit of Santa Fe.
nnnAaA
If the meeting Is attended by business
476 automobiles at a, cost of a milperimental flights last month', but men and property owners
lion dollars a year so that its officials hive
generally,
delayed doing so upon one premight have their joy rides every moon- text or another, yet, the world is con- it will be proof that Santa Fe has
light jolght; so, that they might roll fident that only a few years will really awakened to a sense of its own
along the boulevards to Coney Island elapse before every one will be able importance and future; but if the
or Manhattan Beach on sultry days, or to fly like a bird and that at small meeting consists of onlv the dozen or
who have always
ave the railroad fare when the lure cost. It is freely predicted that the so of old stand-bye- s
of the Adirondacks calls. The Tam- apparatus will be simpler and cheap' given their time and energies in the
many government of Manhattan is very er than the bicycle. Says Goodwin's, I past for an ungrateful community,
that
why, then it is an indication,
good to Tammany and its office hold- Weekly:
is still sleeping.'
to
all
declared
after
Fe
is
Santa
sailing
"Aeroplane
ers.'
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Cards

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -

Vice-Preside-

"

If you want anything on
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

arta

lry New Mexl;

Subscribe for the
can and get the news.

f Subscribe

for tne New Mexican.

.

Attorney-at-Law-

New Mexico

Santa Fe

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

Offices.
Las Cruces

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in the District and Supreme Cojrts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davie,
A. B. Renehan,

J

"

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and

Dis-

trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Catron Block.

Office in

specialty.

Santa Fe

New Mexico

CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)

-

'

trj

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

r.

-

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want 4,ad."

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fe

New Mexico

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the Territory.
New Mexico
Las Cruces

Practic

The First National Bank
"

OF SANTA FE.

The'oJdest banking institution in New Mexico.
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Established

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
A, H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancues.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. ' Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for. its customers! Buys atd sells
domestic and foreign exchange and. makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

.

g

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and

trict Courts of the Territory.
Socorro

Taos

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
C. W. G. WARD,

...

Attorneys-at-Law-

--

j

y

(

,

1

--

T

.'.,,

of the Best Hotel

the West

in

Large Sample

Room for Com-

Unexcelled

New Mexico

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,
Jesse G. Northcutt,

mm

pflUCE HOTEL

Cuisine and
Table Service

Attorney-at-Law- .

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.

I

o

One

MECHEM,

Tucumcarl

m

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
Las Vegas
M. C.

mm

THE

Attorney-at-Law- .

-

'

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,

i

for-bee- n

Dis-

Office:

:

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-La-

iww

m

mi

"'lIMn

'i

Mi'
nmt

n-

m

mi I

.

m

.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

-,

Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office": Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

HOTEL

GEORGE ts. BARBEh,
Attorney and Counsel
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Lincoln County

J. E.

Proprietor

CATRON & GOKTNER,

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

Commodious

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block.
New Mexico

H. R. PUTNAM,
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
f
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspondents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mex
ico promptly answered
New Mexico
Texico

LACOIVIE,

Sample fycm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

W. A. FLEMING

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
- New Mexkn
Las Cruces
Eastern and local bank references.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

Runs on the European Plan!

ihe CORONADO hotel'

....

Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT

CONNECTION

IN

A WHEELON

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 o. m. . 'Phone 156.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mex,c0
Santa Fe
Office with the New Mexican Print-

V

ing Compww

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

ISanta Fe, Naw Mexico.

RATES 80c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND7BO
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK , y

$1.50

THE HOTEL NORMANPIE
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER

The New Mexican can 80 printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the faciltiee for
Inturning out every class of work,
in
binderies
best
the
cluding one of
the West

SANTA!

Ft, N.

fife

M.

SUPPLIES
;

We Make

xggrg&?e

cciTNECTioar
TZriTII HCTEL

KODAKS & PHOTO

Delay In commencing treatment for
a Blight Irregularity that could have
been cured quickly by Foley's Kidney
Remedy may result in a serious kidney disease. Foley's Kidney Remedy
builds up the worn out tissues and
strengthens these organs. Sold by

all druggists.
The Reals and record books for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incopo"
rated companies are also bandied.
Call at or address the New Mexican
Pintlng Company, Santa Fe. N. M.

Electric Light, Hot and.
Cold Baths.

a

Specialty of

a ART

PICTURES

AMAMG

DEVELOPING" PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.

' tend for Catalogue
.
HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
410 8. Broadway, Lae Anpjelee, C"'
Mail orders given prompt attention.

PAUL P. LACASSAONE

CARRIAGE A SIGN PAINTER

FURNITURE

PAINTING &
REPAIRING

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS

ALL KINDS & STYLES

110 Guadalupe
St.
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(PERSONAL MENTION

W S DAVIS Caahlar.
G FRANKLIN FLICK Prasfdant.
W, E. GRIFFIN, Aast Cashier

Capital Stock

I

AND

It's All Matter

do it.. , ,

J.

.

,

, ,:,

..

i

N. B. LAUGHLIN

FLICK

J. B. LAMY

DAVIS
R. H.HANNA.

tie

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

I

P9r

uu

i

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

I

or

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
REPAIR

in

FURNITURE.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phono
No. 10

Ful

Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

is

ai me i'aiace.

Miss Mary Dye of Waynesboro,

We Can Furnish Your House in

AND

Soli-.ite- 4,

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfishe r lines

Hi VPLi
Mil

WP
Li

No. 10

y

man.

FIRST

COVE

SERVED.

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.
All Kinds
We are sole

Lawn

Mower

and sprays

;
UNION

of

Hose, nozzles

Agents lor
LOCK

Also Window

Fence

OF SERIES

Ga.

your fishing tackle of a fisher-I- I
We carry everything in camp equipage and furniture.
alllines-Bu-

PIHST

II

DIRECTORS

WE FRAME PICTURES

Mail Order

I '0r

Will

v

.

an account with this bank
Open
We ray interest on all savings
counts from one dollar up, Interest compounded
twice a yearv

TAPESTRIES,

EVERYTHING. IN HARDWARE

Phone No. S3

Rent Money

Otart T Oday

RUGS AND

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

Tli-ri-

.

foliar will

8.

J

f Ask Tour Wife

'

Whether yon spend all of your Income or cave part
It's Just a easy to accumulate as It Is to
It's surprising how
after you once ket the habit-a- nd'
fast the dollars grow once you plant tho.secd. One

G. FRANKLIN

IV?

I J

'

SANTA FE, N. M.

W.

HDP

TRIMMED AHD ONTRIMMED

OF

Hon. Solomon Luna has gone to
Colorado on a business trip.
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent
has gone to Denver on a business trip.
Coal Oil Inspector Samuel B. Grim-shaat
is confined to his home with
illness.
MISS A. MOGLER.
H. S. Owen and wife of Kansas
'
SOUTHEAST
CORNER PLAZA.
in
are
town
They;
sightseeing.
City,
are guests at the Palace.
E. S. Knight of Albuquerque, is in
town on a business visit. He is
quartered at the Palace,
i
Judge Ira A. Abbott has gone to his
'
former home at Haverhill, Mass., on
About a PfGine
a visit for six weeks.
woman living in ren-- S. Conover, postmaster and merrvprv
irnRi. to
tul
piopntj
chant at Lyden, Rio Arriba county,
of her own.
get lino a lioiuf
are hundred of till irs
was a visitor in Santa Fe today.
Mie would like to do to n I ke her
t wn
home more coiifortnlile,
George W. Hickox. who has been
a tractive mid pleasant Nearly
visiting his family on College street,
every won mm Is a money saver
and shewllj help jou wonderfully
has returned to Albuquerque.
to pay for a home,
J. C, Hitchcock and family of Afton,
town
in
are
the
sights.
Okla.,
seeing
They are stopping at the Claire.
C. I. Weber, a traveling man from
Do
St. Joseph, was an arrival yesterday
'afternoon. He is stopping at the
We will sell you a very
on payments, which
Claire.
your rent money will make
Mrs. H. C. Kinsel left on the afiion't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
ternoon train for Stanley after having
LET US KX PLAIN
OUR
visited in Santa Fe for the past week
(MNTRACT FOR (')IK.M'
or more.
'
Mrs. Frank P. Sturges, of Monte
GEO. M. KINSRLL
zuma avenue, will leave tomorrow for
294 San Francisco St.
Las Vegas to visit her sister who is
I
ill.
quite
reported
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president
of the Legislative Council, was an
arrival on the late train last night. LAST CONTEST
'

TRUST CO.

of it.

j

)

Bill

STATES

FIV.

Reduction Sale
Hats, Baby Bonnets, etc.

$50,000.
HIED

PAGE

a sister of Rev. W. R. Dye, was an
Last Silver Contest of the series,
She is
arrival at noon yesterday.
under the auspices of the W. C. T. U.
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dye.
F. H. Drake of Hodges, connected Thursday evening, July 15, 1909, at
with the Santa Barbara Tie and" Pole Elks' opera house is as follows:
Company, is in town today. He Is
First Part,
Girls' Chorus
registered at the Palace.
Mrs. Reading W. C. T. U. and Victory.'.'"
Territorial Secretary and
Nathan Jaffa have rented a cottage at
Edna Lutz
Ocean Park, Calif., where they will ReadingA Brave Boy ..Marion Law
spend the next four weeks.
Reading On Which Side?
Mrs. J. A. Burlington, formerly of
Helen Winter
this city, yesterday underwent an Vocal Solo Thine Eyes, So Blue
and Tender
Mrs. Wr. D. Hayes
operation at Las Vegas, from the ef- fects of which, according to latest re-- Reading Were
We
to Mary?,
Kind
'
ports she is rallying nicely.
Rllth McBride
Hon. M. R. Baker, who has been Heading The Bridal Wine
Cup....
in Santa Fe and in conference with
Pauline Kinsell
Governor Curry on affairs at Sunny- - Vocal Solo
Miss Marv McFie
side and Fort Sumner, in Guadalupe
Part Second.
Vocal Solo Welcome, Pretty Primcounty, has left for his home.
Mrs. W. C. Bailey of Las Vegas, acrose
Hazel Sparks
companied by B. McKevner of Chica- Reading Bible Politics
go, arrived in town yesterday on
. . . Frank McBride
nm
t
ii
iney me muiung a my- Reading The Curse
of
, . Strong
through parts of northern New Mexinrillk
RnWto
co. Their stopping place here is the
Vocal Solo When the Birds Go
Palace.
North Again
Mrs. H. D. Moulton
Mrs. Nora Brumbach of Belen, who
Reading The Volunteer Organist..
inhas been conducting the normal
Fncono Naruov

and door
screens

FtTKN'ITIMlC OR HOUSR FT RN IS1I INiiS.
SKK US RtCKORW
Jl'ST A FKW MOilH OF THoSK BAKiAIN HAMMoOKS

Come early and
get your pick
This is how

are made and put V to
gether wehavethenynd
everyone guaranfeeitr
SEE and be convinced

Let us figure your hratlng and plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

,

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
Denver Colorado.

BtiT0tS

The Pioneer- - Life Insurance'Co
of the Southwest
A M BERGERE,
anta Fe,

Catron

TVhT'-A- -

By

?t

Fe today on her way to Mountainair,
where she will conduct the Chautaqua
for two weeks and then for two weeks
will conduct a teachers' institute at

Manager for New Mexicc.

N. M.

Ar!:iba

n

Prohibition....

'

w

Mrg

G

Accompanlgt- -

st Reading Mrs. Katherine

formerly of
Williamson,
Louis, who came here from Roswell,
is much delighted with Santa Fe's clK
mate and attractions and expressed

Block

-

'

Mrg

B.

Patterson

im t'lorus

Presentation of Medals,
on sale at FIscner's drug
himself surprised at the unexpected store. Price: Lower floor 30c;
of progressiveness he noticed cony, 20c; Gallery, 10c. Above prices
on all sides. He repeated a desire include reserved seats.
by many visitors, that the ment begins promptly at 8:15 o'clock,
many objects of historic interest in
the Historical Museum be labeled. He
said he could find no one to explain
to him the origin, or history or age
U
of the old bells and paintings and
II.
other objects in the Museum.
Entertain-expresse-

Ideal Summer Healtli Resort
liff dene, located among

pine-cla- d
hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

Makes this the most delightful resort in

D ATrC
I

fin

.

IE

0
u.

Good Hunting and Fishing

BOSTON TERRIER
JUMPS TO SUICIDE

New-Mexic-

$1 501

$8.00perweak, meal 50c
Transportation from Station SI.OO

THE LEADING

Was Terrified By Explosion of Fire
Works By Boys on Street
Below.

For XurOa.r Information, iddreaa
MRS. h E BERGMAN

as something cool and Inviting

WILD CHERRY

VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
BARS A PA RRILLA
IRON BREW
OOOA COLA
.HJjbo Wabble Mlaa.aaa.aj. "SSTatar'
Telephone No.
rflHkew?Jlefrom
.

88 and have
your orderes delivered

ffT

J

"

w
i

Santa Fe Bottling Worka
HENRY KRICK, opritor New Mexico

sgaaai
'.

imjxm .

.

.

...

Spokane, Wash., July 13. "Nobby,"
a direct descendant of Nobsca II, a
notable ancestor of Boston terrier
breed, and Itself with a record in the
dog blue book, committed suicide by
diving from a second story window in
the Granite building here, following
a terrific explosion of Fourth of July
fireworks. .The animal struck the
pavement on its head, breaking its
neck. Dr. William Morse, the owner,
who won numerous medals and trophies with the dog at bench shows
in varldus parts of the northwest,
reached the animal's side when it gave
the final gasp. Dr. Morse believes
that the dog deliberately leaped from
the window to escape the torments
II of small boys, who split the air from
morning until night with crackers,
miniature bombs and other
noise producers. He declined
an offer of $200 from a fancier in
western British Columbia for the animal several days before its death. The
dog was entered for a number of
shows the coming fall.
nerve-rackin-

I

Sunmount Sanatorium
AN INSTITUTION

u

FOR THE TREATMENT

OF'

TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a
half miles from the plaza. MODERATE RATES; ,
BOX 9, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO;'

The Goldberg

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment

Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
TXToxTk
All
HATS CLEANED ,
GHtt mo a. Trial Order
an.d lorn
AND BLOCKED
aa
to tJam elasa of ZEToxlc,
PHONE 203 BLACK
208 WEST PALACE AVE.
Coxk-srixxco-

White dress shirts Tacts to

d

$1.50

Splendid line good work
shirts blue shambnj etc.
50cts.
and Bear brand guaranteed "Sox' as
good as the best at the popular price 25cts
Porosknit underwear shirts and drawers $1.00
suit, you can tell it by the label.
Fine
60cts the suit.
are
marked
do11 t0 start
OUR PPICF
Shaw-kni- t

0D)

DRINKS
thirsty

s

Derby-ribbedundcrwe-

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

The following are suggested to the
GINGER ALE
LEMON SODA
ROOTREER
STRAWBERRY
. ORANGE

Our Corliss-Coocollars,
2 for 25cts, are four ply.

Tickets

Bal-sign-

.

GET AWAKE AND SAVE YOUR
NICKELS AND DIMES BY PURCHASING YOUR OUTFIT AT THE
"RACKET".
Few mens collars are four-ply- .
Cut up some aud see.

Jaz

086

Qu'a'r'tptjg

Summer Wear For Men

NOW
IS THE TIME

Give in your Orders now

..

Store

ftew Mew
Is

The Time To

Jw

They Will Not Last But

INVEST

Few Days More

SANTA FE REAL ESTATE
and

g

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that can- not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Dure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J, Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh. Cure is taken 'intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
i

nm

THE CASH
STORE

Currant Jelly

we haye the Giurrants

FRUIT RANCHES,

1

stipation,

(THE

THE ONE PRICE
STORE

TO

PSP

donotaskforcut rates

'

ALSO HAVE

within five miles of the piaza

Native Cherries

iSga'BAROA.IN
Call on Address

For Canning

and Preserving

We will have only a limited
quantity to offer.

ex

WATSON

O
1

C- 19 SAN

FRANCISCO

SANTA FE,

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

&,

COMPANY?
PHONE
RED

189- -

WILL LAST ONLY

.A

PEW DAYS

Hi HEM
'ME!(.

Drink
Pabst
DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

art

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
MaltTonic

flew

tyxico

Central Railroad; Time Table

No 8
:AC)U0M- -

0
22
41

IU.7.WI

" 8.4;t
" 10.45
" 11.31
m, 12.04
'

62
61
68
81)

92
99
106
116

8til
1169
i:i78
319

12.35
2.03
" 2.12
"
3.07
" 3,26
" 4.00
. m. 7.00
p. m. 7.05
a, 111. 6 50
ni. 8.00

I

I

4

p. Ill,

UP

'a,

11!)0

H.13

6.2'J
6.46
7.09
7.32
7,47
7'58

A20
p. in.

a, in,
a. in,
a- -

9.30
7.;i5
11.45

in."

p. in.

p. in,
a, m.

J64Ii
220

Jo Lv

8.00
7.00
1.00
1.00

Ar

MtmUl Kb Ar
Kt'Qiu'dy Lv
Stan loy
Moritirty ""
Mulntosli
Kstanciii "
Wlllnnl
M

Pl'OBI'l'MSO "
Killlli'll
OililI'ViiU' "

Torrance

"

Kansas Ultv
St. Units
L'lllcilKO

Paso
Los Aimt'los "
Mexico Olty "
itLMivtil i,v
Ar
Kl

2.50 p.

3.06 p, 111.
"
2.1H
"
1,39

I.

7,013
6,008
6,317
6.204
6,136
6.093
6,080
6,107
6,214
6,244
6,430
780
600
602

111.

"

10,25
9,27
8.48
8.23
8 '05
7,30

"
"

"
"
a. m.

II, 15 p7 va,
a. in.

8.59
11.30

10.00 p, 111.
"
9.00
'
"1.15

ti'Ort

"
"

10.51)

II, 53 a. " 111.
11.38
"
11.27
11.05 a. 111.
"
10.35

9.46 a,
6 00 p.

i

12.15 p, til,
'
11.29

"
"
"
"

I. 16
12.68
12.42
12.17

ALT.

No. 7
AUOOM.

DAILY

I

6,08
6.40

"

PASS'Kl

STATIONS

PASS'K
DAILY

p,IIlj

6.20 p.

(Homeattfttd tfnu

HOTEL ARRIVALS

KKA

RKATJ DOWN
MILKS

TUESDAY, JULY
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8,700
963
7,349

111.

til.
111.

a. in.

Passenger da'.ly makes direct connection at Torrance with the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the "finest train In the West," making the
quickest time to and from all polnta East and West. Train No. 8 accommodation leaves Santa Fe Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Train No. 7 accommodation leaves Torrance Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Tickets
to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all
steamship lines. Information gladly furnished.

13, 1909.

j m.,

052.)

Notice for Publication.
Every woman covets a shapeof
them Department of the Interior,
ly figure, and many
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
loss
of their girldeplore the
Palace.
June 10, 1909.
ish forms after marriage.
H. S. Owen and wife, Kansas City;
(Not Coal Land)
Mlscs Tzhersa Scully, Miss Edna Scul
The bearing of children is
Nntlro a fcorohw pliron that ilhinr
Often destructive to the 'Lucero of Jemez
ly, Cincinnati; II. B. Hening,
Springs, N. M., who
E. S. Knight, Albuquerque;
All of this can be avoided oy the use or on July 3, 1908, made homestead enshaoeliness.
mother's
Mrs. W. C. Bailey, Las Vegas; B. McMother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the try. No. 052, for lot 7, Sec. 6; and N
of lot 1, Sec. 7, Township 18 N.
Keevner, Chicago; D. Sutcliffe, Puebthe symmetry of her form.
body for the strain upon it, and preserves
4 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
lo; O. Conover, Lyden; F. H. Drake,
Range
child-birt- h
and
her
carries
less,
Mother's Friend makes the danger of
Bled notice of intention to make final
Hodges; Miss Mary Dye, Waynesboro,
this critical
five year proof, to establish claim
Ga.; C. D. Windsor, Las Vegas; J. P. safely through
Thousands
to the land above described, before
grate
A.
period.
Charles
Las
Vegas;
Earickson,
the register and receiver at Santa
Spiess, Las Vegas; R. S. Herbert, Las fully tell of the benefit and
Fe,
N. M., on July 21, 1909.
relief derived from the use
Vegas; John S. A. Cushley, Denver.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of this remedy.
Claire.
Book mailed free to all expectant mothers.
Refugio Armenta, Lino Amenta.
C. I. Weber, St. Joseph; Bernice
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.

feWOMEII

Albu-quprqu-

-

2

Spohn, M. A. Ross, Albuquerque; W.
Yanow, Albuquerque; J. C. Hitchcock
and family, Aften, Okla.
Coronado.
E. A.
W. A. Strahm, Las Vegas;

In

Atlanta. Ga.

OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS.

Jose Mestos y Ruiz, Jose Armenta, all.
of Jemez Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

Quintana.
Clerks, Miguel Ortiz, Mi
guel Baca.
In Ward No, 3, Ambrosio Ortiz, Jose
Maria
Sandoval.
Pedro
Garcia,
Clerks, John Conway. Matias Ortiz.
In Ward No. 4, Willie Salazar, Meli- ton Castillo, Leandro Lobato. Clerks
Carl Bishop, Alfredo Hinojos.
An Ordinance
Speed of
Regulating
Automobiles and for Other

Fletcher; Estancia; M. A. Smith. CerMeeting of City Council, July 8,
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
rillos; Elmer Hart, Christ Hart, Stan 1909.
ley; Miss Ida Lawrence Findlay, O.;
An adjourned meeting of City CounJ. P. LYNG, City Kreltflit and PassenKm- Agent
Mrs. William H. Michel, Erie, Pa.
MAfONIC.
cil called to order by Mayor Jose D.
Normandie.
Sena. Roll call showed the following
Frank Mellinger, El Oro, Mexico; E. members present: Councilman Ar- Montezuma Lodge No.
L. Barrett, Dayton; F. F. Finley, Mo- mijo, Gable,
Ortiz, Quiutana and
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-1 a r
riarty; Dr. Joseph E. Stepuans, Obar, Walker.
communication
Purposes.
N. M.; Dr. D. L. StClalr, Nara Visa;
The finance committee
presented
first
ordained
Be
of each
It
Council
the
Monday
City
by
Pedro Gabaldon, Belen; T. W. Shoe, the reports and accounts of the last of the
& month
at
of Santa Fe:
Masoni
33
city
quarter and upon motion of CouncilBooneville; Allan Stepp, Denver.
Section 1. That from and after the
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
man Quintana they were approved
J. A. MASSIE,
passage of this act all automobiles,
folA failing tiny nerve no larger than and accounts ordered paid. The
motor bicycles
and other
bicycles,
Worthy Master.
was
ordinance
introduced,
the finest silken thread takes from lowing
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
conveyances of this kind or nature
this
that
9,
section
further,
its
amending
the heart its impulse, its power,
after the setting of the sun carshall take effect and be in shall,
two lighted lamps upon such con
regularity. The stomach also has its amendment
ry
force from and after January 1, 1910,
Santa Fe Chapter No. t,
hidden, or inside nerve. It was Dr.
within 'the limits of the city
vote on the amendment being: veyance
the
R. A. M.
was
us
told
it
wrong
first
who
Regular conShoop
of Santa Fe.
MIIm From
No 2)
Miles From
vocation
No. 1,
second
to drug a weak or failing Stomach, Ayes, Councilmen Armijo, Gable, Or
Monday of
Sec. 2. That all such vehicles here-DAILY!
DAILY
I)e Moines
jiaiiuwb.
tiz and Quintana 4. Nay, Council
each month at Masonic
or Kidneys. His prescription
Heart
w
inabove
.
described
mentioned
and
.
1.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed man Walker
shall not exceed in speed twelve (12)
49
S 30 p, m,
10 00 a.m.
0
N: M. Arr,
aiLv. Des Moines,
An
for the
these
of
Ordinance
cause
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
the
Providing
for
straight
"
miles
46
on
hour
streets
6 16 p. m.
I"
10 12 a. m.
4
of the
Lv.
per
any
Rumaldo,
of City Limits" Dedmau
88
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
11
10 36 a, m.
I 65 p. m. lmentsthese weak and faltering In.""
city of Santa Fe and shall not exceed
"
" Oapullu
82
4 36 p. in.
10 60 a. in.
18
Council
the
it
Be
ordained
no
doubt
by
City
nerves.
clearly
This,
side
"
miles
on
29
11 05 a. m
4 25 p. m.
the four
20
eight (8)
per hour
Vigil
"
"
24
8 66 p. m, explains
11 20 a. m
26
Santa Fe Commandery No.
why the Restorative has of of the city of Santa Fe, Territory of (4) streets bounding the plaza and
", Thompson
"
"
18
8 80 p. m.
11 45 a. m.
81
New
in
Cunningham"
Mexico,
that.it
specifies
so rapidly
hereby
popularity.
late
1. K. T. Regular conclav
grown
"
"
"
not
miles
exceed
shall
four (4)
7
2 65 p. m.
12 20 p. m.
48
Oltfton Hoase Junction
per
that those who test and declares that it is the purpose of hour between the points where Lin2 80 p. m
12 46 p.m.
Arrsay
Arr.
fourth Monriav In niuli
Druggists
0
18
ratowkw
12 25 p. m,
LV.
t 80 p. m.
Ly
-.
VjtejF
the Restorative even for a few days the city of Santa Fe, in the county coln avenue and Don Gaspar avenue
nn.L 0i
TT1, . .
"
" Clifton House Janotlon
12 05 p. m,
7
48
8 50 p. m.
Lv.
of Its of Santa Fe, in the Territory of New intersect San
"
"
" Preston
18
811 40 a. m, soon become fully convinced
49
m.
7:30
U 16 p. m,
and
p.
Francisco
street
"
" Koehler
"
11 06 a' m.
28
68
(45 pm,
wonderful merit. Anyway, don't drug Mexico, to extend its limits to
" Koehler Jnct.
"
"
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
shall not exceed six (6) miles per
11 15 a. m,
20
4 55 p. m.
56
"
"
"
greater than that already em' hour on any street crossing. All
16
88
$10
a. m. the organ.
96 60 p, m.
Treating the cause of
68
Colfax
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
"
"
" Oerrososo
41
9 43 a. m.
as
77
8 15 p, m.
so
said
city limits,
sickness is the only sensible and suc- braced in the
above mentioned vehicles are prohib9 2i a. m.
8 35 p.m.
Lv
Arr, CIMARRON N. M,
47
88
to embrace in the said city limits the
Sold by
7 60 a.m. cessful
7 08 p.m.
way.
Arr
Lv.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
'
passing through burro alley.
"
7
60
40
N.
of
Lv
10
86
land ited from
a.m.
M,
Naat
whole amount of the tract
i. p.m.
Co.
"
"
" Harlan
Sec. 3. Any person violating the 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
68
7 26 a.m.
89
7.23 p.m.
"
" Ute Park
7 00 a. m.
69
7. 46 p. m..
',"
94
stntL
,
TTnit
A,,ri Provisions of the preceding sections Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
less than $10 nor on the third Monday of each month
2 coining
THE CLOCK
?a "
1900, being' a
t Connect! with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N. WHEN
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Spanish leagues, having for lue .. 7JUI'
M.t 6! 15 p. m,
HANDS TURN BACK square
L,L'
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
monsoldiers'
the
center
thereof
the
t Connects with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
Sec. 4. This ordinance shall take Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor'nniPTit in the renter of the Plaza of
:55 . m.
Taken from the Daily New Mexican saj(j city aU(1 extending one Spanish effect and be in force immediately dially Invited to attend.
i Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
of
July 13th, 1889.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
eague therefrom to each of the cardi- - "Pon its passage and publication and
&
S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines ae follows:
C.
nal points bounded on the north by a11 ordinances and parts of ordinances
Venerable Master.
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Some young surveyors who had east and west line one Spanish league m connici nerewun aie nereoy re
No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
No. S, 9:27 a. m.
rooms at Mrs. G. A. Smith's must north of the said soldiers' monument; pealed.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Secretary.
,.
.
have
occupied themselves on Wednes- - 0n the east by a north and south line
TracK connection with A. T. 4 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
for
one Spanish league east of the saidl
B. P. O. E.
sV S. at Des Moines,
E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A day night making preparations
Boy's Life Saved.
the expedition on wnicn tney set out soldiers' monument; on tne south oy My little boy, four years old, had a
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
on Thursday morning, nan an nour an east ana west line one fapamsni severe attack of dysentery. We had holds its regular session on the secCimarron, N. M., Is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
after midnight, Rev. G. A. Smith and league south of said soldiers' monu-- ! two nhvsicians- both of them eave ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
were awakened by what ment; and on the west by a north and nim up yje then gave him Chamber-seeme- month.
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo his family
Visiting brothers are invitei
like the explosion of a large south line one Spanish league west Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
Black
Lobo,
Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy,
of
of the said soldiers' monument.
which cured him and believe
torpedo in their room. A search
remedy
Red
Exalted Ruler.
River
Ranches
de
and
Taos
Taos,
Twining.
Questa,
City,
the premises msciosea notning dui And it is turtner oraainea mat an that saved his life. William H. J. D. SENA.
Secretary.
votnoticed
W. A. GORMAN.
election be held of all the legal
the next morning a rent was
J. van HOUTEN;
ti. J, DEDMAIN,
stroling, Carbon Hill, Ala. There Is
in the curtain of a sash door on the ers residing in the limits designated no doubt but this remedy savss the
V- Pres. and Gen
GenPassMgr.
Agent south side of the room. Upon raising herein as the boundaries to which ives 0f many children each
Superintendent
year. Give
RATON. N. M
RATON, N, Ift, the sash, the window was seen to said city is proposed to be extended; jt was castor oil
RATON, N- M.
according to the
TOURIST
have been pierced by a bullet which and further the respective wards of pajn printed directions and a cure
TICKETS
a
of
wire
exist
after
shall
the
said
the
also
as
cut
had
they
city
through
js certain. For sale by all druggists,
screen door. Examination showed the limits of the said city shall have
J
New Mexico Central Railroad
that the bullet had been fired from been extended as proposed are here PAY DAY AT TOWN OF KOEHLER.
another window of the same house, by designated as follows:
IN CONNECTION WITH
That nothing serious came of it was Ward No. lt bounded on the Ilorthj
(Contlnued From page Three0
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC
i" m.,...
uy ul(j jjjuua re river, uu uie eaai u,y
Alexander Read, county clerk of the east boundary of the said land
Rio Arriba county, is in town acting granted by Congress to said city; on in the sayinS that in tlme of peace
On Sale June 1st to Sept.,
.
as attorney in a land case before the the south by the soum boundary of PrfPare 'or war,' and that, them
1909.
wh
30th
the
best
arSue
way
S. land office.
Conto
said city by
said land granted
"jat
a11 the nations of the earth
to
keeP
Good
is
Pedro
in
Mrs. S. C. White of San
tllo woat i,v the east side
Returning October 31st
ffrosa,
is
to
for
us
Peaceful
have
a
big
1909.
town visiting.
navy;
extended
of Don Gaspar avenue,
William Spiegelberg representing a south untii it intersects the south tl,,u a uaru Bnooun armr ain 1 so
St. Louis Arm is in town on a visit boundary of said tract of land granted Wlde the mark aftef alL"
To CHICAGO ILL
"
to his father Sol Spiegelberg.
to said city Ward No. 2, bounded;
11 People with staptoms of kidney
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Sloan have gone on the north by the Santa Fe river;
to Las Vegas on a visit.
on the east( by the west boundary!01, bladder trouble could realize their
To ST. LOUIS MO.
Mrs. J. S. Dreyfus, sister of Mrs. jjne of Ward No. 1 before mentioned; danSer they would without loss of
Spitz is here from Denver accomiian- on the south bv the south boundary ume commence taKing Foley's Kidney
ied by her two daughters.
of said tr.,ct of land Eranted bv Con- - Remedy. This great remedy stops thi
To KANSAS CITY MO
Mrs. Summers Burkhardt is visit- - er(.cS to said citv and on the west. Pam an" ue irregularities, strength-- !
ens
builds
at
Las
Mrs.
and
these
Parsons
up
organs andj
ing her mother
by the west boundary of said tract of
iand wanted bv Coneress to said city luere 18 no ranger 01 cngni s disease
Vegas.
Also Special Rates
of Santa Fe; Ward No. 3, bounded on or otner serious disorder. Do not;
Years.
ine
aoia
Over Thirty-Fiveany
csregara
symptoms,
of
tne north, by the north boundary
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
In 1872 there was a great deal of said tract of land eranted bv Con- - y a11 druggists.
FRANCISCO and other
S
CLOSEJCONNECTION
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera in- - gress to said city of Santa Fe; on the- points
If yu wanI anything on artn trt
FAST SCHEDULES
fantum. It was at this time that east, by the east side of Shelby street
and extended northerly alone the east New Mexican want "ad"
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
P. LYNG,
Diarrhoea Remedy was first brought side of the Plaza, to the Palace build-- i
V. R.' STILES
City, Freight & Passenger Agent
more
re
Mexican.
Subscribe
successful
use.
for
It
into
the
proved
El Paso, Texas,
ing. thence north to the southeast!
General PassengerJAgent.
than any other remedy or treatment, corner of the Palace building and to
and has for thirty-fivyears maintain- - the west side of Washington avenue,
ed that record. From a small begin- - thence along the west side of Wash- ning its sale and use has extended to jngton avenue on the east side of the
every part of the united states and residence of Thomas P. Gable, and
to many foreign countries. Nine drug- - fr0m thence due north to the north
gists out of ten will recommend it boundary of said tract of land
their opinion is asked, although ed by Congress to said city of Santa
other medicines that pay Fe; and Ward No. 4, bounded on the
have
they
them a greater prom, it can always north by the north boundary of the
KANSAS CITY,
ST, LODIS,
be depended upon, even in the most said tract of land granted by Con- CHICAGO,
severe and dangerous cases. For sale gress to the said city of Santa Fe;
by all druggists.
0I1 the east, by the east boundary ofj
$50.35
the said tract of land granted by
Tha New Maxici printing compact Congress to the said city of Santa Fe;
Seattle.
Sao Francisco,
Los Angeles,
has ready and for sal
an. 'on the south by the Santa Fe river;
correct compilations of the territorial and on the west, by the east boundary
$45,20-$50.9$35,20-$41.9- 0
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of of Ward No. 3, before mentioned,
,
the territorial road laws, pprlce 50 which said election shall be held at
cents, and of the territorial mining the places hereinafter designated in
Going via Los Angeies, San Francisco,
in said sity,
Ihwb, price 50 cents per copy. These the respective wards
Returning via Portland, Seattle and Denver.
can be purchased by applying In Dr--; above designated, on Saturday the
1909.
The
A.
D.,
on or by mall at the office of th 4th day of September,
COLORADO SPRINGS,
PUEBLO,
DENVER,
company.
places at which said election sh all
waras
snail
be held in the respective
' Via
$16.35
$18.15
Many people with chronic throat be as follows: In Ward No. 1, at the
$21.10
and lung trouble have found com- - house of Seferino Alarid. In Ward
fort and relief in Foley's Honey and No. 2, at the house of Pedro Quintana
St. Paul,
L R, R,
PittsbargH, Pa
DENVER
RIO
City of Mexico,
Tar as it cures stubborn coughs after in said ward. In Ward No. 3, at the
other treatment has failed. L. M. house of Carlos! Conklin in said ward.
-$67-3$50.35
$52.45
Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes; "The In Ward No. 4, at the house of
ward,
said
in
Chaves
said I had consumption and l;ita
got no better until I took Foley's Hon.j The following named persons resid-9- ALL THE WAY
SANTA
and Tar. It stopped the hemorr- - ing in the respective wards are herepoints EAST and WEST.
hages and pain in my lungs and they by designated and appointed as judges
are now as sound as a bullet." Sold of said election in the wards in
Call on, or address
.
For Information regarding rates, tram service
which they respectively reside,
by all druggists
In Ward No. 1, Felipe Rivera,
etc. call on or write,
Albino
mortega, manuet ionioya y po
an
admitted fact thai real
It is
UlerKs, wauterio
urtega,
F. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
tato, flnanciai men and merchants all ' lorado.
Gorman,
and
Juan
best remiltBar
ay that quickest
City T'cket Office, Catron Block.
SANTA FE. N. M.
obtained by adTertiflng - the New ' In Ward No. 2, Santiago Urioste,
Agustin Salcldo, Jose de la Cruz
c
lUxtau,
-

-
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istence of this corporation the sole
and absolute property of the said corporation to be always under the
charge, care and responsibility of its
Town on the officers.
Young Man Well Known in Santa Fe Busy and Prosperous
New Mexico Central Tributary
Fracture Skull by Fall From
6. The members of this corporation
to Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Dr. Diaz residence.
Scaffolding.
shall meet Immediately after the fil(Haywood and Finding, awriart,
of this certificate of Incorporation
ing
Agents for the New Mexican.)
and elect the officers hereby providFOR SALE Good
According to the Denver Post, the
upright piano,
John
Dye returned to Estancia Sun- ed for, wTiich said officers shall imdeath of Ben Romero, formerly of Las
at Wagner Furniture company
nquire
after spending the past
Vegas, which occurred in Denver Fri- day evening,
mediately assume their respective du- Btore.
week in Moriarty.
to
was
a
duo
last,
peculiar
ties and remain in office until their
day night
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Lasaster and
accident. The Post gives the followsuccessors are elected at the next reg- . .WANTED Position as housekeeper
daughter were passengers on train No. ular meeting of the corporation. The in
ing particulars.
private family. Inquire "A. O.," this
3 to Estancia.
duties of all of said officers to be pre- office.
As the result of a most unusual acwas brought
Mrs. E. F. Puckum
s
scribed and defined by the
cident, Benjamin Romero, aged 42,
back to Moriarty Sunday evening from which
MEN WANTED To collect medithe corporation may from time
came to his death last night. He was
Mrs. Pecum spent two
Fe.
Santa
cinal
r
to
roots, barks, herbs, etc. For
time
a
approve.
and with a reiiow
'
7.
have
said
shall
The
enclosing stamp, write to
and
walls
was
.
particulars,
the
corporation
workman,
cleaning
and such J. C. Zehring & Co., Lebanon, Pa.
regular
meetings
monthly
ceiling of the Elite care, 1624 Stout
Mrs. E. D. For fie of Rockwell, Tex.,
street.
special meetings as they may see
has been visiting her
FOR SALE A seconc-trausteam
He was standing on one end of a Mrs. Kale May on the laiter's claim proper to the president thereof, who
boiler
in good condition. It will be
to
shall
the
have
all
at
times
power
two
on
tall
scaffolding which rested
Mrs.
northeast of Moriarty.
disposed of at very low pr?. Apjly
ladders-trestles- .
His companion was Regan, who has sient the past three call special meetings. The time for to
the New M. 'tczc Printing Comthe
the
of
monthly
regular
holding
on the other end.
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Kate
pany.
to be fixed by the
Romero reached far beyond the end May, has returned to her home, Car-- , meetings
8. All moneys derived from private
an
in
rizo.o.
Both ladies were passengers
of the scaffolding and upward,
A book on
by Dr.
Rheumatism,
concerts of the said Banda
and
train Sunday even-nic- e de publicFe or its orchestra to be dis- Shoop, of Racine, Wis., tells some
endeavor to wash a spot on the cor- - on the south-boun- d
Santa
ing.
moulding.
' bursed and distributed at such times plain truths, and in a plain and pracDr. nnd Mrs. H. O. Bartlett and Mr.
But the pressure backward pushed
tical way. Get this booklet and a
s
and in such manner as the
the supporting ladders until they clos and Mrs. T. H. Berry drove to Al- of the said band shall provide, and free trial treatment of Dr. Shoop"s
ed us and the staging fell and Ro- buquerque early Monday morning. The also in the purchase of all things nec- Rheumatic Remedy for some disheartened sufferer in your vicinity. Make
mero and the other workman with it. party expects to spend several days
essary for the maintenance of the said
a grateful and appreciative friend of
Romero's head struck the tiled floor in the Duke City, returning to Mor- Banda de Santa Fe.
because
iarty
Wednesday
evening.
fractured.
was
and his skull
9. The life and existence of this some one who is discouraged
this, after the generous appreciation
C. E. Hutchison, who lives about
him
to
of
others
failures
of
help
the
was
called
nntliD
Tha
nmhnlnnpp.
of the Albuquerque congress last year
corporation to be for a period of fifty
Popular District Attorney Takes Unto
I'll
and
to
will
me
this
make
of
miles
northeast
test,
Moriarty
it is only fitting that New Mexico
and the injured man was taken to the'five
years from the date of the filing of Help
Himself as Wife a Carming Belle
friend.
have
H.
of
T.
your
suffering
help
certainly
charge
bakery
Berrys'
should send a correspondingly large
this certificate.
county hospital where he died withof Meadow City.
Co.
Sold at Stripling-Burrowand restaurant durin the latter's ab- consciousness.
delegation to Spokane next month.
out
regaining
Signed:
New
the
Las
From
the
Optic,
Vegas
sence.
L. BRADFORD PRINCE,
AMADO GUTIERREZ, (Seal.)
The accident occurred shortly after
New Mexican takes the following account 6 o'clock last night, the men having! B. C. Weiler made a business trip
The seals and recorff ooks for noExecutive Committeeman,
NICANOR BACA, (Seal.)
of the Ward-VaPetten wedding yes
to Estancia Sunday evening, returning
taries
Mexico, Espanola, July 12, 1909.
public for sale by the New
the
finish
to
returned after supper
JOSE R. VALENCIA, (Seal.)
on train No. 4 Monday afternoon.
terday:
Mexican Printing company at very
Mr. Editor:
DE
LOS
FRANCISCO
ANGELES,
One of the most pleasing and at the ; job.
B. J. Feeler of Vichy Springs, Mo.,
reasonable rates. Seal9 for incorporYour New York dispatch of the 10th
(Seal.)
Benjamin Romero resided at 1434 is
same time most notable matrimonial
on his
W. M. Morrison
ated
companies are also handled. Call
visiting
wife
and
Inst, stating that "replica of Fulton's
a
JULIAN GRACE, (Seal.)
of the present summer took 28th street. He leaves
events
claim
at
Mr.
or
address the New Mexican Printsoutheast
of
Moriarty.
a girl
Clemont, the first steam vessel in
of New Mexico, County of ing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
noon touay at St. Paul's four children, the eldest being
at
Territory
high
place
Feeler
is
the
around
lookins
vicinity
America, was launched that morning
lived in Denver about:
Santa Fe.
Memorial church, when Miss Garnet oi 13. He had
loFoley'sHoney ana Tar not only
come from the of Moriarty and may locate in this
preparatory to the Fulton celebra- Van
five
having
years,
Be it remembered that on this 29th
of Mrs. Harriet
Petten,
daughter
chronic coughs
that weaken
cality.
stops
N.
Las
his
tion;" reminds me of a few incidents Van
Vegas,
of
nativity,
of place
birde
day of June, 1909, personally appear- the constitution and develop into conthe
became
Geo.
Patten,
Ilfeld,
Britenstein,
representing
In the life of the great inventor, which
a member of a prominent
ed before me, Amado Gutierrez, NicaCharles Wellesley Gates Ward. The M. He was
sumption, but heals and strengthens
Spitz Mercantile Company of Albuconnectea
also
is
widow
may be interesting to your readers.
His
family.
nor
Baca, Jose R. Valencia, Francisco the lungs. It affords comfort and rewas after the form of the
Morceremony
in
was
a
visitor
business
querque,
The historian
says:
Haltigan,
with one of New Mexico's best famide los Angeles and Julian Grace, who, lief in the worst cases of chronic
iarty Monday.
"Robert Fulton was born of poor Irish Episcopal ritual, the ring being used, lies.
each for himself, and not the one for bronchitis, asthma, hay fever and
was beautiful for its simplicity.
and
R.
D.
on
located
a
is
who
Nugent,
parents at Little Britain, Lancaster Rev. J. S. Moore was the
is the niece of the late FranShe
that lung trouble. Sold by all druggists.
officiating
claim in Sunshine valley about 20 the other, to me asknowledged
county, Pennsylvania, in 1765. He
cisco Chavez, the brave sheriff of
fore
the
had
signed
respectively
the
they
ceremony
MonFollowing
for whose murder miles northwest of Moriarty, left
early displayed artistic taste, and clergyman..
going articles of incorporation of their
the bridal party was driven to the Santa Fe county
No. 4 for Santa Fe.
on
train
day
of
for
subsistence
in
a
of
conspiraa
members
painted portraits
gang
four
own free will and for the purpose
home of the bride's mother where a
Reuben Garcia, a clerk in Hughes
were hanged after the president
tors
Philadelphia, before he was quite a
therein mentioned.
was
Fourchette"
a'
la
man. In 1786. he went to London, "Depeuner
had twice grant- Mercantile Companys' store, rode to
BENJAMIN M. READ,
served. This afternoon the newly-wed- s of the United States
.)VESTERN;1NyESMRS:
lived with Benjamin West and took
is the wife Estancia Sunday and returned by rail (Signed.)
d
Public.
No. 10 ed respites. Her sister
train
boarded
Notary
out several patents ; in 1796 he went to
of the Monday afternoon.
a honeymoon of Joseph Lacome, proprietor
(Notary Seal.)
Paris and resided with the Hon. Joel on the Santa Fe for
Fe.
at
Santa
hotel
Claire
to the Pacific Northwest, goMy commission expires March 4,
New
of
Barlow, where in 1803, after many de journey
Mexico,
Territory
1912.
Denver and Yellowstone park,
via
ing
"
Office of the Secretary.
lays and mishaps, he launched the first
Any lady can get a silvered
will be made with
Endorsed:
boat propelled by steam power on the where brief stops
Coffee Strainer by writing Dr. CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON.
No. 6029,
the
exposition
Seine. In 1906 he returned to AmeriWis. Send no money.
I, Nathan Jaffa,
Secretary of the
destina- Sheep, Racine,
Vol 5, Page 623, Articles
ultimate
Rec'd
as
at
Seattle
their
Cor.
"
ca and ran a more complete model
Coupon Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
F.OR
to Las Vegas they Simply ask for the
La Banda de Santa
name and ad- certifiy that there was filed for record o; Incorporation of
boat on the Hudson. From this time tion. Returning
your
giving
privilege,
office of Secretary of New
be at home to their friends after
will
in
filed
Fe,
forth his fortune needed no patrons'
OPPORTUNITY
dress. Dr. Shoop will also send free in this office at ten o'clock a. m., on
10 a. m.
1 at 806 Seventh street.
little the thirtieth day of June, A. D. 1909, Mexico, June 30, 1909,
and
aid; but he did not live long to en September
new
interesting
his
very
NATHAN JAFFA,
The church where the vows were
'!C0ME
joy its sweets. He died February 23, taken was crowded with the friends of book describing Dr. Shoop's Health Articles of Incorporation of La Banda
Secretary.
to
too
soon
an
1815, in his forty-fourt- h
De
expert
No.
Santa
year,
6029,
Fe,
hour set Coffee, that it requires
Compared C. F. K. to O.
for his country, but not too soon for the contracting party at the
tell the difference. And neither is and also, that I have compared the folen
bridal
The
the
for
party
wedding.
a grain of real coffee in it. lowing copy of the same, with the
history. It is now possible for us tered the
church to the strains of there
to estimate how much of the growth
Marin from mire toasted grains, malt original thereof now on file, and dePain can be easily and quickly stoprenderis ex- clare it to be a correct transcript Ded. PinkPain Tablets Dr. Shoop's I tmnromtMitsAKVfufOTriicuuTB?
taste
and greatness of America is due to the Lohrengrin's wedding march,
and
flavor
its
and
nuts,
I
Mrs. W. J. Mills on the pipe
' tfMUBJTWWaiM
I
No tedious boil- therefrom and of the whole thereof.
canals of Colles and the steamboats ed by
stop Headache womanly pains, any
was lea oy miss wrnna ceedingly gratifying.
organ,
it
sure.
"Made in a minute." says
of Fulton. In fifty years this nation
Given under my hand and the Great pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes
Tamme and Miss Jeanette Ward the ing either.
for the book Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
Formula on the 25c box. Ask your Add 25 Cents to the Annual SubscripWrite
has increased its territory ten fold,
today
Dr.
Shoop.
followed by the
bride's
tion Rate of the New Mexican Publiattendants,
"
its population seven fold and its
Coupon. For sale by at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, druggist or doctor about this formof her uncle, H. S. and
arm
on
s
the
bride
Stripling-Burrowcations, to Receive the Western
Sold
fine.
by
wealth a 1000 fold. Too seldom do we
on this thirtieth day of June, A. D. ulait's
Frank Andrews.
Van Patten. The bride wore a strik
Investor's Review.
Co.
when
home
1909.
remember,
triumphantly
d
of
tailored
gown
ing
on the tide of all this prosperous inNATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal.)
with panama hat to match and; TELEPHONES STOP
of New Mexico.
crease, that to these humble, studious cloth,
Secretary
carried only a prayer book. They were
RUNAWAY Territory of New Mexico, Santa Fe,
WILD
men, stout hearted wrestlers with forthe
the groom and
midable problems, patient bearers for met at the altar by
New Mexico.
the former being Ranchers
officiating
clergyman,
the Road Were on the Amado Gutierrez, Nicanor Baca,
truth's sake, of ridicule and reproach,
Along
Mr. Frank Bope. During
we owe so much of all we most boast attended by
Lookout and Horse Was Brought
Jose R. Valencia, Francisco de los Anbetrothal
the
service, Mrs. Mills, on
Stand Still by Them.
of and most enjoy."
to
geles and Julian Grace, being desirthe pipe organ, rendered that beauti
ous of forming a musical and benevoThis reminds me of an incident in ful selection, "The Flower Song," by
TeleSpokane, Wash., July 13.
lent corporation under the laws of the
my own early life. About 60 years ago Lange.
were utilized to good advant- Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
I worked at my trade of chairmaking
After the ceremony the wedding phones
counthe following articles or
age in stopping a runaway on a
at 51 Bowery, New York, and there
repaired at once to the home try road near Waitsburg, in Walla agree uponof
party
became acquainted with an old gencertificate
incorporation:
rewhere
of the bride's mother,
they
1.
The name of this corporation
tleman who used to interest me by ceived the congratulations of their Walla county, Washington, southwest
of Spokane, and probably saved Bonny shall be "La Banda de Santa Fe,
relating stories of early New York, frienas. mese menus aiso saw
A trnttor
wlth a mark of which
reshall be at all times composed
among them he told me that he
aboard the train and started safely on,
.
f
b ,
b
m
of not less than ten members.
' At
membered seeing one of Fulton's first their
the
station,
wedding journey.
exerdsing ft on
2. The pricipal place of business
model steamboats tried on the Collect rice
.
throwing and placarding of Dag- -' ""uo
f
dav8
F
of said corporation shall be in the city
in the city this
Collect, was gage helped to enliven the happy oc
T
broke and gtarted t
Mr.
a pool of water that used to occupy
th mart, headinff Amado Gutierrez is the
a small space where the city prison The gifts received
upon
agent
ST'
Y.
Shell ranch, three miles dis whom process may be served, P. O.
(the Tombs) now stands; this inci married couple, while not
on display, for the
animal
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
dent was tola me less tnan half a were numerous, beautiful and costly. tant. Instead of following the
to
the
went
telephone
driver
park
3.
The objects for which this corcentury after Fulton was engaged in These embraced almost everything the
ROUTE.
owner and other
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER
perfecting his mighty invention, and that could he conceived of as suita- and advised the
poration is formed shall be and are
Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
at
1906.
for
watch
ing
to
10,
Jan.
route
the
Established
Service
shows us how near we then were to ble for such an occasion. There was ranchers along
(1) The maintenance of a band of
over 30 house between
for the Bulckr Pope Toledo, Passengers
the time when his invention revolu silverware of the finest kind, engrav- a runaway. Several of them respond-- j music and orchestra in the said city
Agenta
over any other route.
these
a
points
to
ed and the horse was brought
tionized the navigation of the world.
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, for the pur- and Kissel Automobiles.
with
instances
spec
in
Full equipment of modern Cars in
ed and
many
'standstill before serious damage re- pose of giving public and private conAfter many experiments, Fulton deter ial
route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenShortest
designs; chlnaware and Japanese
mined to venture out on the river, and
sulted. The animal is valued at $3,- certs by said Banda de Santa Fe or the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chaufware, of the most handsome sort, 000. This is said to be the nrst inhad hardly cleared the wharf when the beautiful cut
its orchestra in the said city of Santa Santa Fe and all points in the Es- feurs in charge of every car. Seats
glass, fine linens, drawn
was
machinery gave out and the 'boat was work, valuable brasses, chocolate, tea, stance in which the telephone
Fe, New Mexico and any other place tancia Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to
into service m this part of the in the
ignominiously rowed back to her place and coffee
Territory of New Mexico, the ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
sets; in fact a multiplicity pressed
tnr clmtlai. USA thoiieh StOCk
.....tnr
at the dock this was the signal for of
for which said concerts or orat
Roswell
or to Roswell Auto Co., Roscharges
dally
Automobiles
leave
to
the
cherised
Railway,
be
will
that
lnatrument t0 can chestra shall always be left to the disuged
the doubting Thomases, to give vent end.things
m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
1:00
These came from friends
p.
stamout assistance to check cattle
to their ridicule even the' men who
cretion of the president and the board El Paso and all points on Rock Island
60 lba. Any
Baggage allowance
the Territory as well as
were foolhardy enough to advance a throughout
pedes.
of directors of said Banda de Santa Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
from those in Las Vegas.
little money to aid the inventor, shrugFe. (2). All the moneys collected
Of the personality of the newly-wed- s
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m, arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
Who Have Stomach from said
ged their shoulders and declared that
to be paid to the
too much cannot be said and Help for Those
charges
Trouble.
they could not risk their standing as but little need foe said. Both are well
president of the band and by him im
about twelve
far
After
men of common sense, to venture any
doctoring
to be turned over to the
mediately
known, not only in Las Vegas, but all
more experiments. Still the great soul over New Mexico, and each has a years for a bad stomach trouble, and treasurer, who shall immediately upon
five hundred dollars for med- his election enter into good and sufwas unshaken, and in poverty and host of friends in distant
parts as nearly
icine
and
doctors', fees, I purchased ficient bond for the faithful perform
ridicule he persisted in working and testified to
by the score of telegrams
one box of Chamberlain's ance of his duties as
wife
my
. tolling until he at long last succeeded
such, who shall
that came pouring in at the bride's
Stomach and Liver Tablets, which did givf his receiDt therefor to said
in making a trip up the lordly Hud-eo- home
all day. The bride is the daughso much good that she continued president (3). The postoffice ad
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
ter of Mrs. Harriet Van Petten and her
world. The efficiency of these waters
her
done
Some of the incredulous began to her home has always been in Las to use them and they have
dress of each and all the above named located In the midst of the Ancient
I
tested by the
been
has
medicine
the
of
all
more
than
good
miles west miraculous thoroughly
yield to what looked like accomplish- Vegas, where she is deservedly popuIncorporators shall be Santa Fe, New Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Fol-soto in the
cures
attested
Samuel
before.
Boyer,
ed facts: but there was one wise man lar in social and church circles. bought
Mexico.
of
Santa
nortti
miles
'
and
of
fifty
diseases:
Taos,
sale
by
following
Paralysis, RheuIowa. This medice is for
4. The officers of this corporation
(?) a preacher, who would not yield; The groom is the able district attorBar-anc-o
from
miles
twelve
about
Malaria,
matism,
Neuralgia,
Bright's
and
free.
all
Fe,
druggists. Sample
shall be
he took a moral view of the matter, ney for the
counties
of San
president, secretary and
Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
on
the
Station,
treasurer and a board of three di
and declared that it was irreligious Miguel and Mora, which official posia and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Engraved caraa ae raw ana wed- rectors to be elected annually by the Grande Railroad, from which point
and unchristian to make a machine to tion he is fljling with credit to the
New
to
the
runs
at
the
of
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comsprings.
line
a
invitations
stage
specialty
run against the wind and tide. And Territory and to himself. Previous to ding
members of the said Banda de Santa daily
standis
waters
these
plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathThe temperture of
Printing office. An one
after all, there are many who to this taking up the practice of law, he was Mexican
to Fe, by a secret ballot at its regular from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
well
do
will
of
in
each
need
ing
on the flirst Monday of Jan
day do not know who Fulton was and engaged in newspaper work, and call
at this office and examine sam- meeting
Stage meets Denver
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate per month.
are actually ignorant of his name. A made an enviable reputation in' the
of
each year.
uary
for Santa Fe train
entire
trains
and
waits
and
of
Drtce.
the
work
5. The property of the said Banda very dry and delightful
few years ago I was admiring the journalistic field, serving as city edi- ples, style
commod-iou- c upon request
This
now
resort is attracte
a
round.
There
de Santa Fe,
splendid display of art in Statuary tor of both the Albuquerque Morning
Instruments, year
would be benefited by
convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
for
Everyone
hotel
the
musical
Hall, in the National Capital, and stop- Journal and the Las Vegas Daily
taking Foley's Orino Laxative for drums, cymbals and all other
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
ped to look at a fine statue of Fulton, Optic, and later making a special trip stomach and liver trouble and habitu- instruments as well as written and from
consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
which is reclining In a studious
to Europe for the Associated Press, al constipation.
printed music now in the possession
the
sweetens
It
'
diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
intently gazing at a model of a being detailed to report the Passion stomach and breath, gently stimulates of the said Banda de Santa Fe as well ontagious
waters
contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
'Tiese
... boat in his hands.
On the pedestal of Play at Oberamargau.
the liver and regulates the bowels as any other musical instuments, of of alkaline salts to the gallon, belngaddress:
the statue there is the single word,
Their friends, and they are legion, and is much superior to pills and or whatever kind, and music written or
Fulton, as I was moving away, two together with The Optic, extend the dinary laxatives, v Why not try Foley's printed which may hereafter be purmen sauntered up and stood looking heartiest congratulations for a long, ' Orino Laxative today? Sold by all chased by the said Banda de Santa Fe,
oaf "I wonder who he is," said one of kapp yand prosperous wedded life.
is and shall be during the life and ex
Taof . County- - N JU
druggists.
Ojo

THE FORUM.

the intelligent citizens, the other

evi-

dently could throw no light on the
question, and I rather snappishly said:
NATIONAL IRRIGATION CON"Why that is Fulton," both of them
GRESS.
turned to me and grunted: "Huh?"
To the Editor of the New Mexican:
That was the last straw, I gave it up,
I think that the following extract there wag no more t0 be said;
the
from a letter just received from Hon. , norance was t00 den8e. One could
George K. uarsiow, presiueui 01 iue Ibarrilv helievn that Kiieh stnnirlitv
Irrigation Congress, dated from Spo- could exist in America, and in Washkane, may be of interest to many in ington at
that, but there it was. I
New Mexicot He writes:
walked away very much disgusud
"I desire to say that I am more do
you blame me?
than gratified with the splendid and
Your friend,
efficient work that the hoard of conA. L. MORRISON.
trol has performed, and believe that
we have the promise, by far, of the
Colic. Cholera and
Chamberlain'
largest attendance of delegates of
Diarrhoea Remedy Would Have
any congress that has been held. There
Saved Him $100,00.
Is also every Indication at the pres"In 1902 I had a very severe attach
ent time, that the program which is of diarrhoea." says R. N. Farrar of
being prepared for the congress with Cat Island, La., "For several weeks I
great care, will be most potential in was unable to do anything. On March
its results and attractiveness to all of 18, 1907, I had a similar attack, and
the delegates who may have the op took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
portunity of being present at the and Diarrhoea Remedy which gave
congress."
me prompt relief. I consider it one
Under the impetus given by the ac- of the best medicines of its kind in
tion of the last legislature relative to the world, and had I used it in 1902
the Carey act and the irrigation dis- believe it would have saved me a hun
trict system, there are more irriga- dred dollar doctor's bill. Sold by all
tion enterprises in progress or con- druggists.
templation in New Mexico than ever
before, and this increased interest
will naturally show itself in a large WARD VAN PETTEN
attendance at the congress. Besides WEDDING AT LAS VEGAS

LIVE ITEMS
BEN ROMERO
FROM MORIARTY
KILLED IN ACCIDENT
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MARKET

est time of day too, the telephone JUDGE M'FIE DECLINES
WORKING ON LUMBER
rings, with a hurried command: "Put
SCHEDULE.
JURISDICTION
in a notice about our garden party
each evening for the next five days;
(Continued From Page One)
(Continued From First Page.
of Trade
or advertise the Board
x dance, or Plaza Fete, or this or that of Mora county, applied for by Fran- report of the division of dead letters
Denver, Colo., July 13. Foremeeting in several places in your lo- ces E. Fuller and Florence Fuller of for the month of June shows that
cast for New Mexico: Genercal columns for the next two weeks.' Abbott, Mora county, to take the wa- there were received 908,833 pieces of
As the editorial force of the New ters of Salado Arroyo, the ditches to mail matter as
ally fair tonight and Wednescompared with 905,64-Mexican has no mind readers upon it, cost $1,300.
In May, an increase of 3,190 for the
day with Stationary
j
it does happen occasionally that some
The Four Mile Drain Ditch by month of June, though containing one
slight error of detail in announcing Lenox and Slack of Roswell, Chaves day less. It is found, however, that
Thursday evening, July 15th. Re- - such parties and festivals and dances county, to irrigate 156 cubic feet, tak there has been a gradual falling off
occurs and then woe unto the paper
member the date.
matter,
two cubic feet per second out of in an classes of domestic
Amole Soap Plant Capitalists in- and its scribes for their carelessness ing
which has undoubtedly been effected
the Four Mile draw.
tend to erect a plant for the manu- or their ignorance. Therefore, in the
through the appeal of the postofflce
Medical Board Adjourns.
facture of soap from amole at Tula-rosa- , future, the New Mexican will not
department to the public to observe
Otero county.
The Territorial Board of Health and greater care in addressing communiaccept any notice of that character
aJourned today cations, and to writers to use their
Marriage License Granted Probat over the telephone, but will print only Medical Examiners
Clerk George W. Armijo has issued a such and that cheerfully, as are after two days' session and transact- card addresses on their envelopes.
marriage license to Santos Lope brought or sent to the office, plainly ing considerable routine business. The slight general Increase noted was
aged 26 of Los Cuartels and Juaa written out.
There were twenty-thre- e
applications due to the fact that the receipts of
Undertakers Complain Vital sta for license to
Anastacio Vigil, aged 69, of Huache.
in New foreign matter have increased. There
medicine
practice
Las Vegas Hotter Than Santa Fe 'tistics show that July is the healthiest Mexico.
was a total decrease of 1,699 pieces
of mail matter of domestic
Sunday, the hottest day in eleven month of the year at Santa Fe and
origin,
Indian Teacher Transferred.
o
while in foreign matter there was inbitterly
years except one in Santa Fe, was undertakers complain
At
the
of
W.
J.
request
Clendenning, crease of 4,889. The sum of $4,608.08
the warmest day at Las Vegas cause business is slack. During June
but there the maximum in the shade only three deaths were reported at principal teacher at the U. S. Indian was collected from undelivered letwas 99 degrees against 89 degrees at Santa Fe. The fine summer climate Industrial School in this city, he has ters, $3,854.15 of which were returned
to Oklahoma, as to the writers. The close of the fiscal
of Santa Fe is the cause, at least, so been transferred
Santa Fe.
Come and enjoy an evening of mus- - the physicians and undertakers say, teacher in charge of the Tonkawa year, June 30, found the work of the
and division
Mr. Clendenning
ic and silver medal contest at the1 for the physician stoo, complain that
up to date.
on;
new
home
started
for
their
family
is
although
slack,
unusually
loth.
Elks' opera house, July
(business
it is never very brisk in their line in this evening's train. .
All Invited to the Garden Party
30,000 VETERANS .
The garden party to be given Fridayi Santa Fe.
Appointed Postmaster.
Draws Good Crowd The movin
WILL REGISTER
Sarah W. Evans has been appointed!
evening at the residence of Dr. and
Mrs. J. A. Rolls on East Palace ave- - picture show at the Elks new opera (postmaster at Fruitjland, San Juan
nue, by the Woman's Aid Society otj house, last night attracted a good county, to succeed W. Evans,
Spokane, Wash., July 12. James W.
the Presbyterian church, promises t sized crowd. The pictures were first
Witten, superintendent in charge of
those
be a most enjoyable affair. All are class and greatly delighted
the drawing and sale of Indian lands
invited.
present. Tonight the pictures will be
in Spokane, Coeur d'Alene and FlatMOUNTAINAIR
Cherry Crop is Ripe Cherry trees still better and in addition tnere will
head reservations in Eastern Washand currant bushes in the many 6rb a solo by a local party. Max
CHAUTAUQUA ington, Northern Idaho and Western
chards at Santa Fe and the Tesuque Gardner presides at the piano.
Montana, where 750,000 acres of land
Just for Comparison The official
valley are loaded down with ripe
Program of the Sessions During the will be opened to settlement at the
cherries. The plum and prune crop maximum temperature at various
Next Two Weeks Governor
drawing at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, bealso will be an abundant one, whil j mints on Sunday as given by the
Will Attend.
Curry
ginning August 9, estimates that not
apples will have the largest yield fori u. S. weather bureau:
less than 30,000 former soldiers and
88 degrees
several, years.
Santa Fe
The following is the program for sailors will register for homesteads in
Silver medal
contest, July 1510.181. Louis
...
,92 degrees the second annual meeting of the the Northwest between July 15 and
Prices within reach of everybody, 10,rjenver
.92 degrees Mountainair Chautauqua at lovely; August 5. Most of these registrations
'
20 and 30 cents.
All seats reserved. rninraiin KnriiioQ4
- iIpsxpps
Mountainair on the crest of Abo Pass will be made by accredited agents. The
at above prices. Tickets on sale at Las Vegas . . .
99 degrees in the Manzano
mountains:
department has ruled that a person
Fischer's.
100 degrees.
Oklahoma City
can register once for himself and once
Monday, July 19.
Ladies' Aid Supper Postponed
101 degrees
,
Albuquerque .
Mountainair Day.
for a soldier friend, but his authority
The chicken supper to be given by Pueblo . ..
102 degrees'
m. Entertainment by the must be
7:30
p.
clearly evident from a sworn
the Ladies' Aid of the St. John's Las Cruces
102 degrees
celebrated Hilton Trio, of the Boston statement. Most of the applications
Methodist Episcopal church and pre-- )
'"
102 degrees
El Paso
Conservatory of Music.
by soldiers and sailors come from the
viously announced for next , Friday Phoenix
104 degrees
Middle
20.
Western states, with Illinois,
next
has
deferred
until
been
Tuesaay, July
evening,
104 degrees
Roswell
Wisconsin, Iowa and InMinnesota,
Tuesday evening on account of the; The minimum
Educational
Day.
temperatures on the
diana
social to be given by the Ladies' Aid!
2 p. m
supplying about 53 per cent.
Lecture by Prof. J. E.
of the Presbyterian church on
are also many from large cities,
There
the same day were:
Superintendent of
58 degrees Clark, Territorial
i Santa Fe
former date.
such as Chicago, Boston, New York,
Public
Instruction.
60 degrees
Denver
Two Deaths at Albuquerque-T- wo
Indianapolis, Detroit,
7:30 p. m. Program by Torrance Philadelphia,
05 degrees
Albuquerque
were
deaths
recorded at Albuquerque
and Cleveland
Cincinnati,
Pittsburg
Coun68 degrees, county teaehers, under charge of
also large numbers from towns in New
Donald, the nine month! St. Louis
yesterday.
L.
Burt.
Charles
ty
Superintendent
W degrees
old son of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Fer--j Roswell
England and Eastern states.
Wednesday, July 21.
76 degrees
Fred-El
Paso
!
infantum.
died
of
cholera
guson
Governors 'Day.
78 degrees
erick E. Grout,, aged 39 years, died Phoenix
2 p. m.
Speech by Governor Curry.
of tuberculosis. The deceased came
As the relative humidity at Santa
m. Illustrated lecture by
7:30
p.
to New Mexico five years ago from Fe on that day was only 13 per cent
A. M. Harkness.
Rev.
86
to
Mass.
while it ranged all the way up
Orange,
MONEY AND METALS.
Friday, July 23.
Attention Company F Members 0 per cent in the other cities named, it
New
York, July 13. Prime paper
Rest Day.
31-2Company F, who will attend the en--: needs no expert mathematician to
Amalcall money easy
m.
7:30
Chaup.
Operatta "Laila,"
campment at Las Vegas, are urged to, show that Santa Fe even on its hottest
79
Atchison 116; N. Y
gamated
come to the Armqry at ten o'cloc j dayj is the most comfortable place tauqua Chorus,
U. P. 1931-4- ;
C. 1313-4- ;
S. P. 132
tomorrow iorenoon, ana on i nursaay,, jrom a climatic viewpoint to be found
Saturday, Juiy 24.
nfd. 1251-4- .
Steed 68
Forestry Day.
morning tn ey shall report at the Amji v h
New York, July 13. Lead easy
2 p. m.
Lecture, A. B. Recknagel 4.321-24.3ory at seven o'clock. The train wiHj
copper weak 13
of the U. . Forest Service.
leave at 8:20 a. m. First Lieutenan
silver 51.
Graehme Frost, will be in command,
7:30 p. m. Lecture, Hon. E. A.
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Elmtr.
Lieutenant
Second
while
Mann of Alamogordo.
Chicago, 111., July 13. Wheat July
Marsh will be second in command.
Sunday, July, 25.
120; Sept. 110
HOW THEY STAND.
You cannot afford to miss the med
Rally Day.
Corn July 72
Sept. 07
al contest Thursday evening. Our
10 a. m. Union Sunday school serv
Oats
49;
July
bept 43.
National League.
young people, with courage and abid
20.75
ice, conducted by William M. McCoy.
Pork
20.62;
Sept.
July
C.
Lost.
P.
Won.
Sermon-lectur2
ing faith, will speak on the living im.
20.77
Samuel
Dr.
p.
20
53
.726
...
ssues of the day and the program will Pittsburg
Lard July and Sept. 11.671-2- .
44 26
.629 Blair of Albuquerque.
be interspersed with music by the Chicago
m.
Ribs
Dr.
7:30
Sermon
lecture
p.
July 11.35 ; Sept. 11.27
41 28
by
.594
New York
best talent of the city.
John R, Gass of Albuquerque.
WOOL MARKETS.
40 34
.541
Cincinnati
Arrested for carceny Sheriff Lu
Sti. Louis, July 13. Wool
31 39
.443
qujiet.
26.
Philadelphia
Monday, July
cero of Las Cruces last week arreste
27 41
.39
Entire day program in charge of Territory western mediums 2326;
Maximo Nabor, of Mexico, and Can St. Louis
.342 Mrs. Mollie C. Learning of Albuquer-kue- , fine mediums 2124; fine 12181-4- .
25 48
delaria Aguilar, at El Paso, on the Brooklyn
LIVE STOCK.
48
23
.324
Boston
president of the Womans' Home
charge of having stolen a satchel conKansas
City,
July 13. Cattle ReAmerican League.
The program
Society.
Missionary
taining $1,500 belonging to Conducto
2,000 south4,000,
including
ceipts
Won. Lost. P.C. will occupy the entire day, every hour
Maynard during the last term 0
to
erns.
Market
strong. 'Nasteady
.627 of the program being full of interest.47 28
court.
Maynard and his wife weiai Detroit
steers
tive
$4.506.80; southern
45 27
.625 ing matter.
rooming at the Aguilar home at Las Philadelphia
steers
southern cows
$3.905.50;
44 32
.579
Cruces and the satchel and money; Boston
7:30 p. m. "An Evening in Old Mexnative cows and heifers
$2.704.25;
32
.562
Cleveland
,...41
ico,' by Dr. I. C. Cartwright, Superindisappeared from their room.
stockers and feeders
...33 39 ,.458 tendent of Spanish Missions in New $2.507.25;
Train Schedules in Better Shape-Tra- in New York
$2.754.75; calves
$3.505.25;bulls
42
.417
.
.
,...30
Mexico and Arizona. Dr. Cartwright $3.757.25; western steers
schedules are in better snap Chicago
$4.25
St. Louis .
,...30 44 .405 will be assisted by his family in this 6.50; western cows $34.75.
today although No. 3, failed to arriv
49
.319
23
over the Santa Fe this noon. No. t Washington
entertainment.
Hogs
Receipts 3,000. Market 5
Western League.
on the Santa Fe was annulled las
Bulk of sales $7.707.95;
Tuesday, July 27.
higher.
Won. Lost. P. C.
Old Soldiers' Day.
night and No. 9 did not get in until
heavy $7.908; packers and butchers
41 27
.603
On the Rock Island Sioux City ...
this morning.
Address to Old Soldiers.
$7.808; light $7.607.85; pigs $6.25
38 32
.543
4 p. m.
7.50.
Saturday's Golden State Limited did Wichita
Business meeting.
35 31
.530
not arrive in El Paso until yesterday Denver
7:30 p. m. Lecture, "The Science of
Sheep
Receipts 1,000. Market
38 31
.551
and Sunday's Limited was a short Ah- Omaha
and Blazoning of Arms," E. steady. Muttons $45; lambs $7
Heraldry
35 32
.522
tance behind.
afternocal Des Moines
Yesterday
President New Mexico 8.50; range wethers $45.50; range
.500 McQueen Gray,
33. 33
Rock Island trains were reported from Topeka
ewes $3.254.50.
University.
25 31
.379
3 to 10 hours late.
Pueblo
Chicago, July 13. Cattle Receipts
28.
Wednesday, July
44
.371
Market steady. Beeves $4.70
2,000.
Heat Break Another Record The Lincoln ... i.. ... ...26
Entire day program in charge of
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY,
7.40; Texas steers $4.506; westheat yesterday broke another record,
S. C. Nutter, President of New
Mrs.
National League.
Mexico W. C. T. U., assisted by na- ern steers $4.756.25; stockers and
passing the ninety inark for the first
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
feeders $3.105; cows and heifers
time in eleven years. Only five times
tional lecturer and by home talent.
Cincinnati at New York.
$2.306.10; calves $58.25;
in the ipast 34 years, was It as hot or
conT.
C.
U.
m.
Medal
7:30
W.
p.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Hogs Receipts 11,000. x Market S
Fe.
The
maximum '
hotter at Santa
test in charge of Mrs. S. C. Nutter.
at Boston.
mixed
Chicago
higher.
Light $7.207.55;
yesterday was 91 degrees. However,
Friday, July. 30.
American League.
8.1
$7.35
$7.40
7.80;
rough
heavy
the minimum was dow nto 58 degrees
Rest Day.
Washington at Detroit.
choice heavy $7.60
good
$7.457.60;
56
The
to
relative
last night
degrees.
7:30 p. m. Grand Concert, ChauPhiladelphia at Cleveland.
8; pigs $6.307.15; bulk of sales
humidity for the day was only 27 per
tauqua Chorus.
Boston at St. Louis.
$7.657.90.
cent and the mean temperature was
New York at Chicago.
Saturday, July 31.
Receipts 18,000. Market
Sheep
only 74 degrees. For tonight and toWestern League.
Farmers' Day.
Native $2.754.10;, western
steady.
morrow fair weather is predicted.
2 p. m. Illustrated lecture by Rev.
Wichita at Omaha.
$34.90; yearlings $4.606; native
New Mexican Printing Company's
Fletcher Cook of Albuquerque.
Topeka at Des Moines.
lambs $58.10; western $58.75.
Stockholders' Meeting The annmll Pueblo at Lincoln.
Sunday, August 1.
meeting of the stockholders of th
Denver at Sioux City.
10 a. m. Union Sunday school servNew Mexican Printing Company was
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
ice, conducte dby William M. McCoy.
held yesterday afternoon in the offSermon-lecturPittsburg 2; New York 3. Second
2 p. m.
Dr. John
ices of the company on the northwest game
Given Either in
Pittsburg 9; New York 0,
C. Rollins, Albuquerque.
corner of the Plaza. The board of, Cincinnati 11; Brooklyn 1; Second
Sermon-lecturH.
Rev.
m.
7:30
Oft GERMAN-RAYM- OND
SPANISH
directors consisting of Messrs. Sole- - Eame Cincinnati 4: Brooklyn 5.
A.
Albuquerque.
Cooper,
F.!
mon Luna, H. O. Bursutn, Paul A.
HAACKE
Chicago 3; Philadelphia 0,
Prof.1 Otto LiSbelt, musical director,
Walter, John K. Stauffer and Frank Boston 4; St. Louis 3.
Mexican
New
Care
and Miss Verde Corbett, pianist, for
P. Sturges was
and the New York 5; St. Louis 0.
PUBLIC
NOTARY
the entire assembly.
for th
Cleveland 3; Washington 0.
board, afterwards
Boston 4; Chicago 1.
ensuing fiscal year, the following officers: President and editor of the pubWestern League.
lications, Paul A. F. Walter; vice
&
Omaha 9; Wichita 6.
Lincoln 4; Pueblo 3.
president and mechanical superintendent, Frank P. Sturges; .secretary,
Sioux City 13; Des Moines 2.
Every Description of work in our line done to order
k
treasurer and business manager, John
American Association.
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
,
K. Stauffer.
Indianapolis-Toledorain
postponed,
Artistic Taxidermy an? Latries' Pur Repairing a Specialty
Write Your Own Notices The New Minneapolis . 4 ; Milwaukee 1.
2.
Columbus
Louisville
5;
to
Is
Mexican
always ready
give free
Send for prices for tanning and lining
St. Paul 1; Kansas City 4.
notice to church,
lodge, Board oil
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Trade, and other charitable, commer- cial or public affairs, but must insist - FOUND On De Vargas street a
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
Owner can
u,at those who take advantage of this; piece ol gold jewelry.
FRANK F- - GORMLEY
liberality, write their own notices and' have same by paying for this adver-tha- t
SANTA 'E.N.M.
legibly, and if possible on type--1 tisement and applying at Leo Hersch's
Francisco Htreet. ,
writer. 'Very frequently, at the busi-'Sa- n
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CASH

4

No

Grocery

No.

4

Bakery

g

WE ARE STILL SELLING

CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

BY THE SACK AT

BETTER

A

PRICE

Your money.back if you can
buy better at any price than
Belle Spring Creamery

30

Butter

c

COFFEE

PREMIER, HARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIESTA 4()c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
nPjL. There is no Coffee to equal the above for
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
If return it to us and we will cheerfully refund your money

3--

;,

D

ou

nc

1-- 4

-

IIgnt
.4.

3--

BASEBALL.

-

F. Andrews,

.4.

COAL AND WOOD

1--

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

$4.50 per ton
5.25

'

6.00

"

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

d
L

CAPITAL GOAL YARD
Nmt A. T, A C f. Depot

Phon

No. 85, Office Garfield Atmlm,

DUDROW & fflONTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

1--

-

AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
106

Avnu. Elks'

Palac

Hall.

TtUphon

142.

Houm.

152

Night

KXSSXXXSXXSS
NAVAJO AND
r
I
CHIMAYO
38

A

3S

SI

CHOICE LINE

BLANKETS
M

ft

FOR FIVE CENTS
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
M

M
41

GRAMMAR LESSONS

'

e,

e,

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

W

J.
301-30-

S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
3

1--

1--

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
V
JWonero "
0
Cerrillos "

-

7--

e,

WHOLESALE

12;

3--

our ean wit,k us
Li. sat'sactory- if anything is not just
right let us kaow and we make it rightou

1

MARKET REPORT

irJ

Just

I

,

j oo

lbs.

1

I

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N,M,

-

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

i:TM

FURRIER

iffiiM

